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THE RELATION OF FORESTS AND FORESTRY TO HUMAN WELFARE
" Forests are more than trees. They are rather land areas on which are
associated various forms of plant and animal life. The forester must deal
with all. Wild life is as essentially and legitimately a part of his care as
are water, wood and forage. Forest administration should be planned with
a view to realizing all possible benefits from the land areas handled. It
should take account of their indirect value for recreation and health as
well as their value for the production of salable material; and of their
value for the production of meat, hides and furs of all kinds as well as for
the production of wood and the protection of water supplies.
" Unciuestionably the working out of a program of wild life protection
which will give due weight to all the interests affected is a delicate task.
It is impossible to harmonize the differences between the economic, the
esthetic, the sporting and the commercial viewpoints. Nevertheless, the
practical difficulties are not so great as they appear on the surface.''
Henry S. Gr.^ves,
Former Chief Forester, U. S. Forest Service.
Recreation, Vol. 52, p. 236; 1915.
" Outdoor recreation is a necessity of civilized life, and as civilization
becomes more intensive the demand grows keener. The vast extent of our
present National Forests, their enticing wildness, and the notable beauty
of the native landscape lure men and women thither by hundreds of thou-
sands. The really enormous extent and value of this kind of forest product
has been generally overlooked in America. This oversight, however, is only
local and temporary. In older countries, where public forests have existed
for centuries, the recreation use of such areas has always been recognized.
It would be perfectly easy to show that recreation was, in fact, the original
and primary purpose in the creation of public forests.
" The moment that recreation (using this word in a very lilieral mean-
ing) is recognized as a legitimate Forest utility the way is opened ior a
more intelligent administration of the National Forests. Recreation then
takes its proper place along with all other utilities. In each particular
case these utilities are weighed against one another and a plan of admin-
istration devised to adjust and harmonize, to the utmost point .practicable,
the various forms of use so that the largest net total of public good mav
be secured. Where one must be subordinated to another, preference is
given to that of highest value to the public."
Frank A. Waugh,
Collaborator. U. S. Forest Service.
Recreation Uses on the National Forests, pp. 3-4. 5; 1918.
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Map. 1. The Harriman Section of the Palisades Interstate Park.
ECOLOGY OF THE PLANKTON ALGAE IN THE PALI-
SADES INTERSTATE PARK, INCLUDING THE
RELATION OF CONTROL METHODS
TO FISH CULTURE*
By Dr. Gilbert Morgan Smith
Collaborator, Roosevelt Field Naturalist, Roosevelt Wild Life
Forest Experiment Station, Syracuse, Nezu York.
CONTENTS
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2. W'ater Blooms and the Factors Governing their Formation.
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* This investigation of the water blooms, caused by the growth of algae
in fresh water, is an excellent illustration of the results of the intensive
r.se of forest regions for recreation. These Fark waters are used by thousands
of Park visitors. In the efYorts of the Park officials to control the bloom
by the use of the copper sulphate method it was at once seen that this method
infringed upon the methods of fish culture which are being developed. It will
rrobabh- he a long t'me before many of the remote forests, both State and
National, will meet with urgent practical problems of this character, which re-
sult from close proximity to the large cities. Furthermore, this experience with
b'oom and fish culture shows that such problems must be investigated by
technical men before they can be solved administratively. The present
investigation was made at the request of the Commissioners of the Palisades
Interstate Park, and with their cooperation. It is a pleasure to acknowledge
t^e cordial assistance received from the late Air. George W. Perkins, Presi-
dent of the Commissioners, and from Mr. Edward F. Brown, at that time
Superintendent of the Camp Department of the Park. Assistance was also
PTatefullv received from Mr. W A. Welch, then Chief Enf^ineer, and now
General Manager of the Park.— The Director.
[95]
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THE PALISADES PARK AND ITS LAKES
The Palisades Interstate Park, under the joint suix;rvision of the
States of New York and New Jersey, is not comprehended in a
single area but consists of four tracts of land on the west shore of
the Jludson River. The largest of these, the Bear Mountain and
Harriman tract, comprises more than 25,000 acres of mountain and
forest lands in the Highlands of the Hudson just below W est Point,
New York, and extends back through Rockland and Orange Counties
to Tuxedo (Map i ). It is this section that the Commissioners are de-
veloping for recreational purposes on a large scale and with which the
present report deals. i his investigation was made in July and
August, 191 8.
The general physical c(jnditions of the Park have been described
by Silloway ('20), while Brown ('20) has given the administrative
ideals of the Park management in developing the Park as a recrea-
tional center. The general geological aspects of the region liave been
discussed by Ries ('95) and Darton ('90).
Within t]:e boundaries of the Park are natural bodies of water,
lakes that are wholl\- artificial, and natural lakes whose volume has
been considerably increased by artificial means. Since all of the
artificial lakes, and all dams raising the lev'el of the water, have
been constructed within the past five } ears, the sun-ey was extended
beyond the Park boundaries in order to include several old artificial
lakes that have existed, in certain cases, for over a hundred years.
The history of these various bodies of water has been compiled from
county histories and old atlases,* but in several instances the informa-
tion is very fragmentary. Sufficient information was obtained to
show, however, that there are several artificial lakes in the neighlxtr-
hood of the Park that are over fifty years old, and their importance
in furnishing a forecast on the future algal succession in artificial
lakes within the Park cannot be overestimated. Soundings were also
made in lakes within the Park to determine the volume of these bodies
of water. In a few instances soundings were made in lakes outside
the Park, and in others data were supplied by people familiar with
the different bodies of water, but in the use of such data the tendency
towards exaggeration is recognized.
* The following publications have been utilized in determining the history
and origin of the different bodies of water:
Anonymous. The Country West of Hudson's or North River Occupied by
the American Armies Under Washington. From a Manuscript Map
Drawn by Lord Sterling in 1779 [referred to as the Sterling Map].
Burr, D. S. An Atlas of the State of New York. New York. 1829.
Cole, D. History of Rockland County, New York. New York. 1884.
Eager, S. W. An Outline History of Orange County, New York. New-
burgh, N. Y. 1846-7.
Hopkins, G. M. Combined Atlas of the State of New Jersey and the
County of Hudson. Philadelphia. 1873.
RuTTENBER, E. M. and Cl.'^rk, L. H. History of Orange Countv, New York.
Philadelphia. 1881.
Smock, J. C. First Report on the Iron Mines and Ore Deposits in the State
of New York. Bull. N. Y. State Mus. of Nat. Hist., Vol. 7, pp. 1-70.
1889.
Sterling— see AnonjTnous.
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Description of the Lakes. The following list comprises the
lakes investigated, with all available data on size, depth, and origin.
The names of the lakes within the Park boundaries are the official
names recognized by the Park authorities, while the names of lakes
outside of tlie Park are those that appear on the West Point, Stony
Point, Ramapo, and Sciuinemunk quadrangles of the United States
Topographical Survey ; these names are, in one or two instances, at
variance with local usage.
1. Barnes Lake: A small, very shallow, artificial lake made by
a damming of the stream running from Lower Twin Lake. It is not
more than five years old.
2. Cedar Lake: In the middle of the Park, and formed by a con-
crete dam made a few years ago. Previous to the building of the
dam there were two small natural lakes, which are shown on the
Stony Point sheet of the United States Topographical Survey map
as Cedar Pond and Little Cedar Pond. The water of the enlarged
Cedar Lake has a maximum depth of 35 feet. It is the source of
tlie municipal water supply for the town of Haverstraw.
3. Cranberry Lake: An old artificial lake on the Harriman estate,
north of the Park, built to furnish pow-er for the Clove iron mine
in 1857 or 1858. Mr. R. D. A. Parrott, a former owner of the
property, states that there was no natural pond in the basin at the
time that the dam was built. This lake has a length of .64 miles
and a breadth of .15 miles. It is comparatively shallow, with a
maximum depth of sixteen feet and an average depth of twelve feet.
4. Cromwell Lake: Called Hazzard's Pond on all old maps, this
lake is located in the western part of Woodbury township and has a
length of .50 and a maximum breadth of .25 miles. The total area
is approximately 42 acres, the greatest depth 45 feet, and the average
depth 20 feet. The lake is a natural one, although a dam built
between 1740 and 1745 raised the water three feet. At the time
collections were made the water was quite turbid as a result of heavy
algal grow'ths. Such growths are by no means uncommon during
the summer months.
5. Echo Lake: Another old artificial lake, lying on the Harriman
estate, was built to furnish power for the Greenwood iron furnace.
Mr. Parrott informs me that the furnace was rebuilt in 1813, but
he does not know when the furnace w^as first built. The lake bottom
is badly silted up and the lake is very shallow, having a maximum
depth of eight and an average depth of six feet. Its length is .28
miles, and its breadth a tenth of a mile.
6. Forest Lake: This lake is shown on the Sterling map of 1779
and on several more recent maps. It is called Slaughter's Pond on
all of these maps. A dam, which raised the water-level twelve feet
was built across the outlet in 1856, and in 1916 another addition to
the dam increased the depth of the water three feet. The lake has
been carefully sounded by the caretaker who reports a maximum
depth of 58 feet. The greatest depth that I have found is 56 feet.
The lake is three quarters of a mile long and of irregular shape.
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7. Green Pond: The smallest natural lake within the boundaries
of the Park lies just east of Stahahe Lake. It is a small circular
body of water with a diameter of a tenth of a mile and a maximum
depth of eight feet. The encroachment of vegetation from the
shores and the silting up of the bottom have reached an advanced
stage, and the lake will disappear completely in a short time.
S. Highland or Hessian Lake: Found in the extreme eastern part
of the Park, just a few hundred feet back from the Hudson River
and 350 feet above it. It is a natural lake bearing the old Indian
name Sinnipink, according to Cole. The length is
.52 miles, breadth
.15 miles, and depth about 35 feet.
9. Island Lake: It lies in the southern part of the Harriman
estate and is one of the smallest natural lakes studied. At the
same time its depth is nearly three times that of any other lake of
the region, that was visited. It is a summit lake which originally
drained both north and soutli, but the construction of a <lam raised
the water-level three or four feet and caused all of the water to
flow into Echo lake. It has a length of
.35 of a mile and a breadth
of a quarter of a mile. The deepest part of the lake is 126 feet and
an average of 35 soundings taken in the northern half was 91 feet.
10, II. Upper and Lower Kanahwaiike Lakes: These lakes are
wholly artificial and were constructed by the Park authorities in
1914 by building two dams across the valley of Stillwater Creek,
which rises in Little Long Pond. Both of these lakes are shallow
and about a mile long.
12. Little Dam Lake: Made by damming the stream flowing from
Lake Mombasha in the northern part of Tuxedo Township. Rutten-
ber and Clark state that the Southfield works were established in
1805 or 1806, and the presumption is that this old mill-pond was built
at about that time. At present it is a very^ shallow body of water
with the macrophytic vegetation encroaching from all sides. It is
rather irregular in shape with a maximum length of three fourths
of a mile and a breadth of an eighth of a mile.
13. Little Long Pond: The largest natural lake within the bound-
aries of the Park lies in the western portion between Cedar and
Stahahe Lakes. It is shown on the Sterling map of 1779 as Long
Pond. In 1914 the depth of the water was increased about three
feet by the construction of a dam at the outlet. The dimensions of
the lake are thirty-five by eleven hundredths of a mile; the average
depth is 21 feet and the maximum depth 33 feet.
14. Long Pond: Another body of water outside of the Park
limits is about three miles west of Highland Falls. It is a natural
lake shown on all old maps, but I am unable to find whether or not
its level has been raised by dams. It is .56 of a mile long and .15
broad.
15. Mine Lake: A half mile east of Popolopen Pond, is undoubt-
edly an artificial pond built to furnish power for the Forest of Dean
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mine. Since Smock states that this mine was in operation before
1777 we may infer that the pond is a very old one. It is a shallow
body of water with a length of three tenths of a mile and a breadth
of about half the length.
16. lAike Moiiibasha : A natural lake in the suutliern part of
Monroe Township that is shown on all old maps as Mount Basha
Lake or Pond. It is the largest body of water investigated, being
a mile and a half long and a half-mile broad. There is a dam
across the outlet but I have been unable to ascertain the time at
which it was built or how much it increased the maximum depth
of the water, which is now in the neighborhood of fifty feet. This
lake furnishes the water supply of the town of Monroe.
17. Nigger Pond: Lying in the northwest portion of Ramapo
Township, has a breadth of a quarter of a mile and a length three
times the breadth. It is artificial, and was formed many years ago
by impounding the waters flow'ing from Portage Pond. In the
Beers (1872) and Hopkins (1873) maps this pond is not shown,
so that it was probably built at some time subsequent to 1873. The
Beers and Hopkins maps both show a Negro Pond, but that is the
Portage Lake of the United States topographical maps. About 1902
the dam forming Nigger Pond was rebuilt, and during the time of
its reconstruction the water was drained off.
18. Popolopen Pond: At the extreme west of Highland Town-
ship, is one of the largest lakes of the region. It appears on all maps
of the district, including the Sterling map of 1779. Eager (1846)
states: "This pond now covers 3,000 acres. It has been dammed
up to increase the reservoir of the Ft. Montgomery Mills and the
water is from 25-30 feet deep." The pond has a length of one mile
and a breadth of one third of a mile.
19. Portage Lake: A lake just above Nigger Pond that is showr.
on the Burr map of 1829 as an unnamed body of water, but which
appears on the Beers and Hopkins ( 1873) maps as Negro Pond.
There is a very old dam at the lower end. I have been unable to
find from old residents whether or not this lake is entirely artificial
or an enlarged natural lake. No soundings were made in this lake,
which has a length of three fifths and a breadth of one fifth of a
mile.
20. Queensboro Lake: Another small artificial lake in the eastern
portion of the Park that has been built by the Park authorities.
2T. Rockland Lake: Although on Park property this lake He:
some distance south of the Harriman section. It is a natural lake
which was called Ouashpeake by the Indians until the settlement of
the region.
22. Shepard Pond: Forming the third of a small group of lakes
of which Portap-e and Nigger are the other two. It is probably a
natural lake and is shown on the Burr atlas of 1829. It is a third
of a mile long and a quarter of a mile broad. Nothing is known
concerning its depth.
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23. Stahahe Lake: Formed by enlarging a small natural lake in
the western part of the Park; also known as Carr Pond. The
enlarged lake is about three quarters of a mile long, half as broad,
and has a depth of about 25 feet.
24. Summit Lake: Lying between Forest and Twin lakes it was
formerly a small natural lake which was increased to its present
size some forty years ago. Judging by the tojxjgraphy of the bottom,
as shown by numerous soundings, the original lake was about half
the size of the present one. At i)resent the length is six tenths of a
mile, the breadth a sixth of a mile, while the average depth is 20
feet and the maximum depth 27 feet.
25. 26. Upper and Lower Tix'in Lakes: These lakes are found
just outside of the Park, and both are natural lakes. Upper Twin
Lake has a length of three tenths of a mile and is reported to be
ICQ feet deep. A dam built at the outlet of the lake in 1841 raised
the water level three feet. According to all available information,
the depth of the water in Lower Twin Lake has never been increased
artificiallv. The greatest depth found in this lake was 35 feet, and
depths of 12 to 15 feet were found seventv^-five feet from the shore.
The length of this lake is one third of a mile and the breadth one
tenth of a mile.
WATER BLOOMS AND THE FACTORS GOVERNING THEIR
FORMATION
The Nature o£ Algal Blooms. .Anyone who has been upon lakes
in the summer, especiallv in the month of Au^rust, has noticed that
at times the water is no longer clear, but turbid, the minute particles
causing this turbiditv generally being ereen or yellowish sjreen in
color. This change in the condition of the water may take place
in a few days and then persist for some weeks, or it mav disappear
in a few days and the waters resume their original clearness.
Although the term " blooming " is generallv applied to this phe-
nomenon it is known bv various names in different localities, and the
terms "working." "fermenting." or "pursing" are also applied.
The cause of this chanee in the condition of the water is a fre-
quent subject of debate to the dweller at the lakeside, but microscop-
ical examination of the water has shown that in every case it is
broue-ht about by the presence of large numbers of microscopic
organisms, generally minute plants known as aleae. The algae
form the simplest group of plants and are not composed of leaves,
roots and stems, but of single cells— the imit"! of structure which
make up the higher plants.—or they mav comprise a number of cells
that form a chain or other simple structure. The number of fresh-
water al?ae recon^nized bv the botanist is verv large and includes
the preen thread-like scums of ponds and ditches, the moss-like
gro^^'ths in the beds of streams or along lakeshores. as well as the
mat-like growths that can be noted at times on the muddy banks
or on the shallow bottoms of lakes.
Tf a funnel-shaped net made of the finest miller's bolting cloth is
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drawn throu<^h the waiter of a lake for a while, one always finds at
the bottom of tiie net a brownish to greenish sludge which a micro-
scopical examination shows is composed of algae and simple animals.
The algae that live free-floating in the middle of the large lakes are,
as a rule, quite distinct from those dwelling on the shallow bottom
or along the shore, and they form a flora that, for the biologist,
dift'ers as much from the shore and bottom algal growths as a tropical
flora difl:"crs from that of New York. This si)ecial free-floating
minute life found in mid-lake is known as the plankton, and the
algal or plant portion of it is called the phytoplankton. Mven the
clearest lake, and one which never develops a bloom, has its plankton
flora, and though the total number of individuals in a gallon of
water may be small there may be surprisingly different types present.
In fact, the students of these minute organisms have made some of
their richest collections of species in clear-water lakes. It matters
not at what season of the year the collections are made, plankton
algae will always be present in the lakes
;
although they are much
more common at certain seasons, es])ecially midsummer, than at
others. The kinds of algae found also vary from month to month,
some being most abundant in early spring, others in midsummer, and
still others in greatest quantity in the fall.
Injurious Effects of Blooms. The c|uestion is often asked
whether an algal bloom is really inimical to the health of man or
animals drinking the water. Although there have been rejxjrts of
mysterious deaths of farm animals that have been ascribed to the
drinking of water containing large numbers of algae (Nelson, '03;
Francis, '78; and Arthur, '84) there seems to be but little direct
evidence that bloom organisms contain ]X)isonous substances. The
widespread occurrence of blooms in lakes every >ear, and the wide
use of these lake waters bv domestic animals, furnishes justification
for the statement that these organisms are not directly poisonous.
Cases have been reiK)rted, likewise, where the sudden dying of
fish has been considered due to the presence of heavy algal growths.
Among these may be mentioned the observations of Haine TiS),
Hyams and Richards ('01). and Baldwin and Whipple ('06). Those
of Baldwin and Whipple have been the most complete, and their
results show that while the algae killed the fish they did not poison
them directly, but that the death of the algae following their period
of blooming caused an exhaustion of the oxvgen supply, and that,
in turn, caused the death of the fish. That this death of fish in
connection with blooming is due to the exhaustion of oxygen is
borne out by the observations of Haine, who shows that when algae
have been killed by copper sulphate there is a sharp decrease in the
oxygen content of the water following such treatment, due to the
bacterial oxidation of the dead algae, and that this oxygen reduction
may affect the fish.
Although the direct effects of blooms upon the life in the water
or upon the animals using the water for drinking purposes are small,
blooms are of great importance from the aesthetic point of view.
When a lake contains heavy algal growths the odors arising from
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the putrefaction of the algae are frequently apparent along the
shore, and may interfere seriously with the utilization of the lake
as a recreational center. This has been the experience in the Pali-
sades Park, and the blooming in Stahahe Lake during the summer
of 1918 marred the camp life both by the odors permeating the
region and by its discouragement of bathing.
The growth of algae in water reservoirs is of even greater eco-
nomic importance, since their presence, even in too small quantities
to form a noticeable bloom, may seriously affect the taste of the
water. This efYect of algal growths upon the taste of water is out-
side the problem under consideration, although it should be noted
that the greatest demand for a study of algal growths and especially
of methods for their eradication, has come from the water supply
engineers.
Rate of Growth of Algae. Algae are always present in lakes
and it is merely a matter of their multiplication until they occur in
sufficient abundance to form a mass of suspended particles dis-
cernil)le to the naked eye. The simplicity of the altral structure,
which is usually but a single cell, is correlated with the rapidity of
multiplication. In the reproduction of algae there is a division of
the original parent-cell into two daughter-cells that soon grow to the
size of the original one. As soon as these cells have attained the
size of the parent-cell, either- two plants are present, or, in the case
of forms that do not consist of single cells, the number of component
cells has been doubled. This life cycle is of short duration and
the division of a cell and the growth of the daughter-cells may not
take more than twenty- four hours. Furthermore, increase in the
number of cells is not an arithmetic but a geometric prosrression.
and if, under favorable conditions, each daughter-cell divides once
in twenty-four hours, it will give rise to an immense number of
cells in a few days' time. This theoretical increase in the number
of plants is not usuallv found in nature, but at times observations
like those of HuflF ("16), which are shown in Table I, show a
very close approximation to it. The organisms studied (Syncdra)
are shown on Plate 23, Figures 21-23. These results show.
Table i. Showing the daily increase in number of cells of Synedra]ptUchella present
in successive days. {After Huff). ^
Aug. 19-
Date Indi\'idualsper c.c.
46
80
114
300
Date
Aug. 24
" 25
" 26
" 27
Individuals
per c.c.
225
520
1 .080
3 .020
therefore, that there is nothing in the rate of multiplication to
prevent the accumulation of algae in sufficient quantities to be con-
sidered a bloom. In general, limiting factors check the unlimited
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o;ro\vth of algae and, as will be shown below, the chemical com-
position of the water, \\g\\t, temj^erature, shape of the lake, and other
factors operate to facilitate or retard their growth.
The Algae That Cause Blooms. It has already been indicated
that there are many different kinds of algae. The primary divisions
of the fresh-water algae are based on the coloring matter within
the cells or on the nature of the cell walls. These divisions of the
algae are : the Myxo])hyceae or Blue-Green Algae, which contain a
mixture of blue and green coloring matters ; the Chlorophyceae or
Grass-Green Algae, which contain only green coloring matter ; the
Heterokonteae or Yellow-Green Algae ; the Phaeophyceae or Brown
Algae ; and the Bacillarieae or Diatoms, which have a cell wall that
is heavily impregnated with silica.
Algae of all five classes are found in the plankton, and when the
list of those which have been noted to occur in sufficient quantity
to color the water is compiled it makes a much larger number of
species than has generally been supposed. The following list com-
prises the algae that have been observed as producers of blooms at
various times and in different parts of the world.
List of Alg.\e Tii.at H.u e Been Observed To Produce Blooms.
Myxophyceae
Coclosphaerium Kuetziiujiannm
Amberg ('03), Farlovv ('80, '83), Klebahn (96), Kolkowitz ('10), Nelson
('03), Richter ('94), Schroter ('97). Wesenberg-Lund ('04).
Coelosphaerium duhium
Lemmermann ('08), Schmula ('98).
Coelosphaerium Naegelianuin
.Bachmann ('08, '10), Lemmermann ('07b).
Microcystis Hos-aquae
Lemmermann ('07b), Richter (94), VVesenberg-Lund (04).
Microcystis ichtliyoblabc
Lemmermann v"o7b), Seligo ('90).
CUitlirocystis (leniginosa
Farlow ('80, 83), Henfrey ('56), Klebahn ('95, '96), Kolkowitz (10),
Krause ('05), Lemmermann ('07b, '08), Ludwig (96)- Magnus ('83),
Mobius (07), Quelle ('07), Schneider ('08), Schroter ('97), Seligo
('90), Treichel ('79), Wesenberg-Lund ('04).
Polycystis scripta
Klebahn ('96), Magnus ('83), Richter ('94).
Polycystis prasina
Klebahn ('96), Magnus ('83), Richter ('94)-
Polycystis ochracea
Brand ('98), Lemmermann ('07b).
Microcystis elabena
Lemmermann ('07b).
Microcystis lAridis
Lemmermann ('07b).
Spirulina Thnmpsonii
Thompson ('40).
Oscillatoria aerugescens
Drummond ('83).
Oscillatoria prolifica
Hyams & Richards ('01, '02), Olive ('05).
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Oscillatoria rubescens
Anonymous ('09), Bachmann ('01, '08, '10), Brehm & Zederbauer ('06a,
'06b), Chodat ('96), Dakin & Latarche ('13), Heuscher ('02), Kolko-
witz ('09, '10, '14a, '14b), Lemmermann ('07a, '07b;, Lozeron ('02),
Mobius ('07), Richter ('94), Schroter ('97), Zacharias ('02).
Nodularia spumigera
Francis ('78), Kolkowitz Cio), Richter ('94).
Tricliomorus flos-aqiuie
Dickie ('40).
Anabaena affinis
Lemmermann ('07b).
Anabaena affinis var. holsatica
Lemmermann ('07b).
Anabaena catemda
Amberg ('03).
Anabaena circinalis
Amberg ('03), Cohn ('77), Klebahn ('96), Lemmermann ('07b), LeRoux
('07), Ludwig C96), Nelson ('03), Phillips ('80), Richter ('94),
Schmidt ('99), Schneider ('08).
Anabaena ilos-aqnae
Allmann Css), Bachmann ('08), Bally ('08), Brand ('98), Farlow
('80), Forel ('02), Huitfeld-Kaas ('06), Klebahn C96). Kolkowitz
do), Lemmermann ('07b), Magnus ('83). Mobius ('07), Nelson C03),
Quelle ro7), Richter ^'94), Schmidt ('90), Schneider ('08). Schroter
('09), W'esenberg-Lurd ('04).
Anabaena Hassalln var. cyrtospora
Wittrock ('82).
Anabaena Lemmermanni
Bachmann ('08), Lemmermann ('07b).
An-abaena Levaiideri
Schneider ToS).
Anabaena macrospora
Wesenberg-Lund ('04).
Anabaena macrospora var. robusta
Lemmermann ('08).
Anabaena spiroides
Wesenberg-Lund ('04).
Nostoc carneum
Quelle ('07).
Nostoc flos-aquae
Treviranus ('40).
Nostoc Linkia
Klebahn ('95).
Aphanizomenon flos-nquaf
Ahlborn Cos), Kolkowitz ("00, '10), Lemnnrmann ro7b), Ludwig ('96).
Magnus ('83). Morren {"38), Nelson ('03), Richter (04), Schmidt
('99), We.senbcrg-Lund ('04). Wittrock ('82).
Aphanisomenon recitrvum
Thompson ('40).
Byssiis flos-aquae
Linnaeus (1737).
EchincUa articnlaia
Phillips ('80).
Gloeotrichia naians
Seligo ('90).
Gloeotrichia echinulafa
Dickie ('40), Howe ('03), Klebahn Cg^. '96). Kolkowitz ('10), Lemmer-
mann Co7b), Pliunecke ('14). Richter ('94). Schmidt ('98), Schroter
('97), Zacharias ('95b), Zykoff C04).
Rimdaria iiuitans
Arthur ('84), Cohn ('78), Farlow ^'84), Richter ('04).
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Chlorophyceae
Carteria cordiformis
Zacharias ('02a, '03).
Chlatnydonwnas sp.
Hollis ('03), Whipple ('00), Zacharias (03).
Ch loviydomonas Keinardii
Kolkovvitz ('10).
Sphaerclla nivalis
Kolkowitz ('10).
Haematococcus phivialis
Kolkowitz ('10).
Eudorina clegans
Kolkowitz ('10).
Voh'ox sp.
Schroter ('97).
Volvox aureus
Kolkowitz ('10).
Volvox minor
Zacharias ('05).
Volvox globator
Drummond Cqs), Kolkowitz ('10), Seligo ('90), Thiebaud and Faiire
Cog), Zacharias ('05).
Pandorina moruni
Forel ('02), Kolkowitz Cio).
Protococcits rosco-pcrsicus
Klaiisener ('08).
Protococcits botryoidcs
Zacharias ('03).
Chlorella vulgaris
Zacharias ('02).
Westclla botryoidcs
Zacharias ('02a).
Golcukiuia radiata
Chodat ('94), Kolkowitz ('11).
Tetvaedron papillifcnim var. tetragona
Zacharias f'o2b).
Scencdesmiis quadricaitda
Zacharias ('03").
Pediastntm Borvanum
Zacharias ('02b).
Cosmarium sucvicuvi
Kirchner ('02), KIiiiizint;cr ('oT, '02").
HeTF.ro KONTEAK
Bolryococcus Braunii
Amhercr C03), Chodat ('96, TTuitfcld-Kaas (06), Klcbahii C'lfi),
Schroter ('97).
Bacii.earteae
Mclosira grannlata
Kolkowitz C'lo).
Sicpl'anodisciis Hanl.i:schianus
Kolkowitz C'lo).
.lstr'''o;trlIa fnnvosa
Kolkowitz Cio).
Tabcllaria feneslrata '
I.ozcron ('02).
Dialoma tcmie v^r. clnngatnm
Zacharias '''o'^).
Syiuira nciis
Zacharias ('03).
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Physical and Chemical Factors Affecting the Growth of
Blooms. Since the organisms causing the blooms in lake waters
are plants, they are governed in a general way by the same factors
that govern the growth of plants on land. It follows, therefore,
that a given volume of water can support only a certain number of
plants in the same way that a given area of land will support only
a certain plant population. In water as on land, when there is an
abundance of food materials there will be a greater crop of plants.
Light and Chemical Relations. One of the primary conditions
for growth of plants is light, since it is through the agency of light
that the plant is able to carry on the process of photosynthesis, or
the combination of carbon dioxid and water into the food essential
for growth. It is well known that in water there is a considerable
absorption of light as it passes downward. Tlie results of Pieten-
pol ('18) show that the amount of light absorbed varies from lake
to lake, that of lakes with a brown color or marsh stain being much
greater per unit of depth that that of a clear-water lake. There is
also a differential absorption of the various colors of the sun's spec-
trum, absorption of red rays being greater than that of the blue
rays in lakes with clear water, while the reverse is true in lakes
with dark waters. For all practical purposes the formation of new
plants is correlated with the formation of fond materials. This zone
in which food manufacture may take place, the zone of photo-
synthesis, has been estimated by Birge and Juday ('it) as ten
meters thick in clear-water lakes, and two to three meters thick in
highly colored or turbid lakes.
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Although hght is essential for the growth of algae, very intense
light may not be favorable. When attempts are made to grow algae
under cultural conditions it is frequently necessary to place them in
diffuse light, since they are killed by the direct rays of the sun.
This direct killing effect of the sun's rays may be of much greater
importance than has l)een suspected, and may account for the fact
that the surface of a lake frequently contains fewer algae than the
region just below the surface. This eifect of the intensity of the
sun's rays has been noted by Fritsch ('07) in a discussion of the
algal flora of Ceylon, and he suggests that the great predominance
of blue-green algae in the tropics may be due to a protection of the
green coloring matter from the intense light by the blue coloring
matter.
The amount of light falling upon any lake and passing some
distance into the water is generall) sufficient to cause a great develop-
ment of algae, so that the amount of raw food materials present is
the primary factor that determines the abundance or scarcity of
development of the phytoplankton. Carbon dioxid is consumed in
the process of photosynthesis, and the scarcity or - abundance of
plankton organisms is directly proportional to the amount of this
compound that is available for carbohydrate food manufacture.
Carbon dioxid exists in lake water in a dissolved state, and when
it has been withdrawn by the activity of the plant it must be
replenished either from the air, by surface waters flowing into the
lake, by respiration of living organisms within the lake, by decom-
position of organic matter, or from the dissolved bicarbonates of
calcium and magnesium. The first mentioned sources are of but
little importance, and the major portion of carbon dioxid comes from
the last two sources mentioned. The amount of carbon dioxid present
in solution varies m different lakes. It may be present in the form
of free carbon dioxid that is readily soluble in water, or it ma}'
exist in union with other substances in two different states ; either
as the normal carbonate of calcium or magnesium (CaCOj or
MgCOa), which is known as the fixed or combined carbonate; or
in the form of a bicarbonate (CaCOs.HgCOs) where a part of it
is in such a loose chemical union that it may be utilized by algae
in their photosynthetic work. The extensive work of Birge and
Juday ('11) on the dissolved gases of lake waters shows that under
midsummer conditions the free carbon dioxid of the upper zone,
the zone of photosynthesis, is frequently entirely used up, and as
there is no source aside from the free carbon dioxid, algal growth
ceases. This presence or absence of free carbon dioxid can be
determined by phenolpthalin, an acid reaction indicating its presence
and a neutral or an alkaline reaction indicating a deficiency. There
is, as has been indicated above, a potential source of raw food
material in the supply of half-bound carbonates in the water. This
suppl\- is not constant in all lake waters but is directly proportional
to the hardness of the water since, at the time when the algal growths
draw upon it, the amounts of the fixed and half-bound carbon dioxid
in the water are equal. An index of the amount of potential supply
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may be made, therefore, by a determination of the fixed carbon
dioxid. When such determinations are made all gradations are
f(jund from very soft waters with less than 5 c.c. of fixed carbon
dioxid per liter, through medium hard lakes with 6-22 c.c. per liter,
to liard-water lakes with more than 23 c.c. per liter. Since mediutn-
and hard-water lakes have tliis greater potential supply of carbon
dioxid it is not at all surprising to find in computing the plant popu-
lation in -different types of lakes that those with soft waters have a
much smaller total bulk of plankton than do those with medium and
hard waters. The mass of material available for photosynthesis is
not, however, the sole regulating factor, for other chemical relations
have an influence upon the growth of algae, but these are much
more imcertain.
Another method of approaching the conditions imder which algae
grow is that of studying carefully controlled laboratory cultures,
where the difTerent chemical factors can be modified to suit the wish
of the investigator. The literature on the subject of pure cultures
will be found in the papers of Rayss ('15) and Vischer ('19).
This promising field, particularly with reference to the blue-green
algae, has not beea developed to the fullest, primarily because of
technical difficulties in the way of cultivating blue-green algae.
Pringsheim ('13) has carried on experiments with blue-green algae,
which unfortunately were not plankton species, under conditions of
pure culture, and finds that as far as the nitrogenous nutrition is con-
cerned the blue-green algae may use either ammonia, nitrites
or nitrates as the source of nitrogen. He also investigated a large
number of organic nitrogenous compounds as sources of nitrogen
but found that they were of little use to these algae. This latter
is of great importance because it is a well-known fact that blue-
green algae grov/ best in waters that are slightly contaminated, and
the more frequent occurrence of blooms as a region becomes more
settled and as swamp or town drainage enters adjacent lakes, has
been pointed out quite frequently. Up to a certain point it is un-
doubtedly true that a greater supply of nitrogen favors the growth
of algae, particularly the blue-green algae.
The general opinion until recently has been that blue-green algae
can make use of disintegration products in water and that their
luxuriant growth in stagnant waters is due to the considerable
amount of nitrogenous organic matter present. Pringsheim's in-
vestigations show that these organic substances are not a source of
food, and that the blue-green algae grow in spite of them and not
because of them. It is because blue-green algae are able to grow
under conditions where other algae will not survive, especially in
waters that are poor in oxygen, that they are found in lakes rich in
organic matter.
Temperature. Another factor influencing the growth of algae is
that of temperature. During the cold months of winter the tempera-
ture of the water is such that there is usually but little growth of
algae, but with the warming during the spring months there arrives
a condition favorable for their growth. With the cooling off of the
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lake under fall conditions the temperature of the water again becomes
unfavorable. In general, optimum temperatures for the growth of
the dii¥erent classes of algae are different. The diatoms (Pis. 23-
24) generally have two periods of maximum growth, one in the
spring and another in the fall. Although other factors influence
their growth, temperatures between 50" and 60-' F. are found when
they are most abundant. The relation of the grass-green algae
(Pis. 7-22) to temperature is less certain, but their optimum is
somewhere between that of the diatoms and that of the blue-green
algae. Temperatures favorable for the growth of grass-green algae
generally occur twice a year in the periodic temjjerature cycle of
lakes, but large growths of these algae are usually found only in
the late spring or early summer, possibly because the gas content
of the lakes is not right in late summer v.hen temperatures are also
favorable. Broadly speaking, the blue-green algae thrive best at
summer temperatures. W'esenberg-Lund ( '04) finds that in the case
of the filamentous blue-green algae (PI. 4, Figs. 3-6) there are
rather close limits for the various species found in Danish lakes,
and that certain species are most abundant when the temperature
is i6-*i8° C. while others reach their maximum growth at 18-22° C.
He maintains that temperature plays an important role in blooming,
and that those species that require warm midsummer temperatures
of the water for maximum growth do not ap];ear in quantity in
cool summers when the temperature of the water does not rise above
18° C. Not all blue-green algae, however, reach their maximal
development at high temperatures, the most notable exception being
the alga which produces the " Burgundy bloom " in Swiss lakes at
a temperature near the freezing point, and which disappears as soon
as the water becomes warmer (Bachmann, '10; Lozeron, '02;
Schroter, '97).
ECOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE PHYTOPLANKTON OF THE PARK
The Nature of the Plankton Flora. Before considering the
ecology of the phytoplankton in the Park, attention should be called
to the fact that the phytoplankton forms a definite plant association
and not an accidental heterogeneous collection of algae that grow in
mid-lake. In a collection of algae from mid-lake the greater part
of the individuals are those to be found only in the plankton and not
in the shore flora ; there are, however, a small proportion of shore
forms that have drifted out into the open lake. The former have
been called the eulimnetic phytoplankton and the latter the tycho-
limnetic. There is still another group of algae which thrive equally
well under shore (benthitic) or true plankton (pelagic) conditions,
and for which I have suggested the name: facultative planktonts,
Recognition of the distinctive nature of the eulimnetic plankton
community is necessary, since many investigators in discussing the
origin of the plankton constituents of a reservoir or an artificial
lake assume that the " seeding " comes from the algae associated
with the vegetation of swamps or streams draining into a lake.
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Chroococcits linmelicus (PI. 3, Fig. i), Sphaerocystis Schroeteri
(PI. 7, Fig. 2), Triehodesmium lacustre (PI. 4, Fig. 3), various
Anabaena species (PI. 4, Figs. 4-6), the Micractinieae (PI. 9),
i)r certain of the DesmicHaceae ( I Ms. 13-22) may be cited as examples
of culimnetic organisms. In all oi these, flattened colonies, curving
of the filament, gelatinous bristles and the like, are adaptations for
the free-floating life. These ])eculiarities of pelagic algae have been
discussed b}' W. & Ci. S. West Cor?) and Lemmermann ('04) and
the conclusion is reached that a character like curving of the filament
does not occur whenever an organism is transferred to ])elagic con-
ditions but is found only in those filamentous species that have
been living under ])elagic conditions for some time. On the other
hand, in the case of the tycholimnetic algae, of which Tetraedron
mnticum (PI. 8, Fig. 4), Scencdesuius obliquus (PI. 11, Fig. 6),
and Closteritim Kuetzmgii (PI. 13, Fig. 7) may be cited as exam-
ples, we have algae which are not adapted to the free-floating life,
and which do not multiply when they are accidentally carried to
mid-lake. The reason for certain algae living in mid-lake and others
finding it an unfavorable environment is probably in the greater
buoyancy of the eulimnetic al^ae. The problem of buoyancy is the
chief one for the pelagic organism, and this problem is all the
more complicated since the viscosity of the water varies at different
times of the year, and the organism must meet these changes in
viscosity. Ostwald ('02, '03) has discussed at length the physical-
chemical changes of water at different temperatures ; while Wesen-
berg-Lund has observed the changes of length of cell in colonial
diatoms to meet this varyinsr environmental factor.
The facultative planktonts are best represented by several of the
Pediastrimi (PI. 12), Sccncdcsnvus (PI. 11), and Mcrismoped>a
(PI. 3, Figs. 4-6) species. These algae are frequently found in
collections from pools and ditches, but are also found in sufficient
quantity in plankton collections to show that they reproduce under
pelagic conditions.
Although students of the phytoplankton recognize its distinctive
nature they are at considerable variance on the question of its rela-
tion to the size and shape of a lake. Zacharias ('98) has proposed
the term heleoplankton to describe the plankton community of a
pond in contradistinction to the limnoplankton of a lake. He states
that certain small bodies of water have a rather constant eulimnetic
flora whereas the same species are only of sporadic occurrence in
large bodies of water. G. S. West ('16) also recognizes the heleo-
plankton formation, citing the Micractinieae as examples of algae
that are of more frequent occurrence in ponds than in lakes. In
certain regions of North America, the distinction between a limno-
plankton and heleoplankton flora is quite sharp, but in the area
under consideration these distinctions are not evident.
The physical distinction between a " pond " and a " lake " cannot
be made with certainty. There have been several attempts to
characterize bodies of water upon morphometric bases, but if such
distinctions are to be made they must rest upon the basis of depth.
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This differeiiliation l)ased upon depth should not Ite upon some
arbitrary de])th but upon the basis of thermal stratification. If
pcjnds are defined as bodies of water without thermal stratification
we find that most of the waters of the Park region are of the pond
type; Mombasha, Popolopen and Island Lakes being the only
true lakes. On the basis of quantitative distinctions between the
helef)plankton and the limnoplankton my (observations agree with
those of Whipple ('14) and Huitfeld-Kaas ('09) who hold that
shallow bodies of water produce proportionally greater masses of
plankton, instead of those of W. & G. S. West ("04, '09) who
state that the plankton production is generally greater in large lakes.
As has been shown above, environment plays an important role,
I)Ut other things being equal shallow lakes have a greater bulk of
plankton.
Attempts have also been made to classify the plankton flora on
the basis of the constituent organisms and without particular refer-
ence to morphometric considerations. The first of these attempts,
that of Apstein ('96), divides the lakes into the Chroococcus and
Dinobryon types. The former are characterized by numerous
Chroococcaceae (PI. 3), comparatively few Dinobryon colonies
(PI. 5, Fig. 7), and a general quantitative richness of the phytoplank-
ton : the latter have few Chroococcaceae. numerous Dinobryon colo-
nies and clear waters, owing to the small bulk of the plankton. Many
have obiected to this system of classification and have cited lakes
that fail to conform to Apstein's svstem of classification. Amberg
Coo), Huitfeld-Kaas ('06) and Pliimecke ('14) have shown lakes
where this classification breaks down. G. S. West holds that
Apstein is fundamentally correct in making a distinction between
different tyjoes of plankton floras, but his division is not sufficiently
far-reaching, especiallv in view of the desmid tvpe of plankton
formation. Lakes with a rich desmid flora were first discovered in
Scotland by W. it G. S. West ('03L but they are now known to
exist in the Scandinavian peninsula (Huitfeld-Kaas. '06; Teiling. '16:
Strom. 21), Ireland (W. & G. S. West, '02. '03), Africa (G. S.
West, '07). Australia ( G. S. West. '09) and North America. This
plankton flora, in which desmids form a conspicuous feature, has
been called the Caledonian jolankton formation by Teihng ('16)
in contrast to the Baltic type where there are few desmids. In
contrast with these views Wesenberg-Lund ('08) holds that the
plankton community contains the same types everywhere, and nearly
ever^where the same species, and that attempts fail when they trv
to divide these organisms into phytogeographical communities, since
there are no sharplv delimited areas of distribution of certain snecies
or genera. The sharplv defined Caledonian formation that W. &
G. S. West have noted is clearlv discernible in certain lake areas of
the United States ; and Teiling's two classes — the Caledonian wit^J
a conspicuous desmid content, and the Baltic with a rich blue-green
algae content — should be recognized. The distribution of Dino-
bryon, and for that matter of other plankton Phaeophyceae (PI. 5)
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does not follow definite rules
;
they may constitute an important
portion of either the Baltic or the Caledonian associations or they
may be lacking. On the other hand the Baltic connnunity has a
relatively large proportion of ]\I}xoph}ceae, while the Caledonian
contains a small proportion of these algae. In view of the fore-
going it seems unadvisable to attempt a subdivision of the Baltic
association, but more logical to regard it as constituting a formation
of somewhat varying qualities in which Myxophyceae are always
l^-esent.
Relation of the Plankton Formations to Geological Con-
ditions. In their first article calling attention to the Caledonian
formation W. & G. S. West do not ofifer an explanation of the
phenomenon. Two years later ('05) they suggest that the occur-
rence of numerous desmids in the plankton is due to the correlation
between desmid distribution and geological formation, a correlation
which Wittrock had previously pointed out. They state that the
waters draining into lakes rich in desmids are peaty and slightly
acid ; this may produce a favorable medium for the growth of
desmids but does not account for the richness in species. They
then go on to show that while lakes in Carboniferous areas may
receive peaty waters they are relatively poor in desmids, and that
lakes in Secondary or Tertiary geological formations are even poorer
in desmids. From this they conclude that the diversity of species
in the desmid flora is directly correlated with the geological antiquity
of the region, while abundance of individuals is due to the absence
of lime and the presence of humic acids. They have also investi-
gated the phytoplankton of other regions (W. & G. S. West, '06,
'09a, '09b; and G. S. West, '07, '09), and in every case in the dis-
cussion of the flora call attention to the correlation between richness
in desmids and old geological formations. In their article sum-
marizing the phytoplankton of Great Britain ('09) they take up the
distribution of British desmids in general, and show that eastern
England is poor in species but that the western part contains areas
very rich in species. They hold that two factors are essential for
an abundant desmid flora,— a geological formation older than the
Carboniferous, and an abundant rainfall. If either of these factors is
lacking a region will not contain numerous desmids. This is shown
in a striking manner by their map of Great Britain, which gives the
distribution of rainfall, geological areas, and abundance of desmids.
Turning to the phytoplankton they state that lakes lying in rich
desmid areas are usually rich in plankton desmids, the same factors
that favor a general development of desmids favoring the occurrence
of plankton desmids.
This hypothesis of geological correlation has not been allowed to
pass unchallenged, and other explanations have been oflfered to
account for the predominance of desmids in the plankton of Great
Britain. In a comparison of Scotch and Danish lakes, Wesenberg-
Lund ('05a, '05b) thinks that the peaty character and richness in
humic acids are the factors favoring the growth of desmids. In a
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later paper he develops the idea ('08) that desmids are richest where
the water is derived from bogs and mossy slopes, but that when these
conditions give place to heaths, plains, and arable lands the desmids
are less numerous. He also agrees with Bachmann ('08) that the
antiquity of the country does not matter, because the whole of
Scotland was covered with ice during the last glacial invasion so
that ' the high geological age cannot be taken into consideration for
the development of plankton desmids." W. & G. S. West ('09)
have replied to this by pointing out that desmids thrive in spite
of and not because of peaty conditions, and that the majority of
British desmids grow best in clear water with but little peat.
Murray's ('05) reason for denying the geological theory is that
Scotch lakes of the Caledonian type lie in geological formations
varying from the Lewisian to the Tertiary. He seeks a climatic
explanation, holding that the ocean influences the temperature and
rainfall of lakes to such an extent that the " western t>-pe " of
desmid is found only in eastern North America and western Europe.
In replying to Murray's views W. & G. S. Wtst state that what he
calls " Tertiary lakes " are situated in drainage basins drawing their
waters from the older geological formations.
In comparing Swiss and Scotch lakes Bachmann ('08) is the first
to make the point that geological antiquitv' is of little importance as
• the whole of Scotland was buried under ice during the recent glacial
epoch. He holds that lime is not the factor controlling the distribu-
tion of desmids, since Loch Balnagan on the Isle of Lismore has a
desmid flora and this whole island is composed of limestone. Bach-
mann's explanation for the occurrence of desmids in any region rests
upon the chemical nature of the drainage from peaty swamps. He
thinks that careful chemical analyses will show certain chemical
compounds favoring the growth of desmids. He agrees with an
earlier expi'essed view of Chodat ('97) that smaller lakes have a
richer desmid flora. This correlation of lake size and desmid
frequency has been denied by W. & G. S. West, who state that
Bachmann's generalization is based upon insufficient knowledge of
Scotch lakes, as some of the largest lakes have the richest desmid
flora ('09b).
My investigations of the ]:)hytoplankton of lakes in Wisconsin.
Ontario, and the Palisades Interstate Park region corroborate com-
pletely the view of ^^^ & G. S. West that geological conditions are
the prime factors controlling the distribution of plankton desmids.
Wisconsin offers an excellent field for testing the hypothesis, since
the lakes in the southern part of the state lie in a limestone and
sandstone region while the northern part of the state is Archaean.
Furthermore, all the lakes are glacial in origin, those of the north hav-
ing been formed by the Late Wisconsin glacial invasion and those of
the south by earlier invasions. These lakes of both TCgions are of
practically the same age but have quite different floras. Caledonian
associations are of frequent, though by no means universal, occur-
rence in northern Wisconsin ; southern Wisconsin lakes, with one
exception, belong to the Baltic type. The factor governing the
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distribution of desmids is not the antiquity of the lake but the
chemical nature of the water. The most striking instance of this is
Devil's Lake in southern W isconsin, lying in a small quartzite area
that is surrounded on all sides for many miles by sandstones and
limestones. Desmids are an important part of the flora of this lake
and its flora is of a true Caledonian type, while all of the other
lakes of the surrounding region that lie in limestone basins belon:;
to the Baltic type. The occurrence of desmid lakes in northcu
Wisconsin is quite irregular, and it is impossible to predict that any
given lake lying in this old geological region will contain desmid.^.
The reason for the " spotty " distribution of lakes of the Caledonian
type probably lies in the fact that the old rocks are covered by a
mantle of glacial drift 25 to 400 feet thick which is quite variable in
character. In the portions of Ontario where I have studied the
phytoplankton, the Caledonian formation is of uniform occurrence
and it is interesting to note that in this region the mantle of glacial
drift is very thin, so that large areas of the underlying country rock
are exposed.
The Caledonian plankton association has certain otlier character-
istics besides a predominance of desmids. In their studies of the
Scottish lakes both \\'esenberg-Lund ('05) and W'. & G. S. West
('03, '05) comment upon the small volume of the plankton. This
plankton association is also characterized by the small proportion
of blue-green algae, both in shallow and deep lakes, while the number
of species of Protococcales found in these lakes is much smaller
than that in lakes of the Baltic type.
Among the lakes of the Palisades Park region certain of them have
a flora that is distinctly of the Caledonian type. Little Long Pond
is prol)ably the best example of such a formation and among the
euhmnetic organisms found in it are several Staurastrum species
(Pis. 17-21). Micrastcrias (Pis. 14—16) and various filamentous
Desmidiaceae (PI. 22). The'blue-green algae are very poorly repre-
sented, and while colonies of Coelosphaerium (PI. 3, Figs. 7^) and
Anahaena (PI. 4. Figs. 4-6) have been observed. Chroococcus
limneticus (PI. 3. Fig. i) is the member of the Myxophyceae that
occurs in numbers. In the same way the Protococcales are of minor
importance, Oiiadrigiila Pfitzcri (PI. 10. Fig. 6) being the only
species of importance. Other lakes of the Caledonian type in this
region are Upper and Lower Twin, Summit, and Forest Lakes.
The <listribution of the Caledonian type of lakes in the Park region
is shown on Map 2. which also shows the relation of these lakes to
the geological substratum. All of the lakes of this type, as well as
their drainage basins, lie in the Precambrian gneiss while the two
lakes that drain from the limestone region do not have a desmid
flora. The fact that there are such natural lakes with a lack of
blue-green algae and Protococcales in the Park region is of the utmost
importance, since such lakes practically never produce blooms that
impair their usefulness. Lons: Pond. Lake Mombasha, and Hessian
Lake, all natural lakes situated in the Precambrian gneiss, are appar-
ently of the Baltic t>-pe. The geological survey upon which this
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map is based is more in the nature of a reconnaissance survey than a
thorough examination of the region, and it may be that there are
other small patches of sedimentary rocks like that near Popolopen
Pond. That there may be factors influencing the chemical com-
position of the waters of these lakes that do not have a rich desmitl
flora is suggested by the occurrence of blue-green algae in consider-
able quantity in Mombasha Lake and Long Pond.
In seeking for an explanation for the correlation of the desmid
type of lake with the geological formations of a region W. & G. S.
West have commented upon the absence of lime. Calcium and
magnesium seem to me to be important factors governing the dis-
tribution of desmids. Unfortunately the artificial cultivation of
desmids is extremely difficult, and there are no accurate data on
the mineral requirements of the family as there are in the case
of the other algae. The only investigation on the subject, that
of Andreesen ('09), sheds little light on the inorganic salts required
by these organisms. The analyses of lake waters in this region
show that the mineral content is low (Table 2) and that the lakes
Table 2.— Analyses of lake water in the vicinity of the Park.
(From the Reports of the New York State Department of Health.)
Parts per Million
Cedar Pond
Reservoir
Lake
Mombasha
Cromwell
Lake
Bog Meadow
Pond (near
Long Pond)
Total solids 74- 45. 46. 25.
20. 16. 6. 14-
Mineral residue 54- 29- 40. II.
Free ammonia .018 .054 . 022 .004
Albuminoid ammonia .052 . 090 . no • 144
Total hardness 33.8 16. 9 23.4 4.8
33- 8. n
.
3.
should support a small plankton population in case of the one old
lake from the Precambrian region, while Mombasha and Cromwell
Lakes have more mineral matter. The sample from Cedar Pond
was taken from Cedar Brook some distance below Cedar Fond,
and may not represent the condition in the Pond.
The absence of lime may be the factor which favors the develop-
ment of desmids, but this absence of lime does not show why, from
the qualitative standpoint, the Caledonian association contains so few
representatives of the blue-green algae nor why, if a lake will sup-
port a certain number of these Myxophyceae, they are practically
all Chroococcaceae and not equal numbers of all plankton genera.
Temperature has been suggested as the factor limiting the production
of blue-green algae in the British lakes, but the temperature
of the Park lakes is the same as that of other lakes of the region
where Myxophyceae are found in abundance, so that we cannot
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ascribe a dearth of these organisms to low temperatures. Lack of
nitrogenous compounds may be a factor since it is well known that
when waters are even slightly contaminated by drainage from a
settled area there is a very considerable increase in the blue-green
content of the plankton.
Seasonal Succession of the Plankton Algae. This discussion
of the plankton constituents of the Park lakes may have suggested
that the flora is quite constant in lakes of the Caledonian type or
that the flora is constant from month to month. On the contrary
each lake of the Caledonian tyi)e has a distinctive flora, certain
species predominating in one lake and other species in another lake.
There is likewise a variation of the flora as the season progresses.
This seasonal variation of the flora has been noted by every investi-
gator who has followed the biological history of a lake for a }onr.
and the spring maximum of diatoms, sometimes followed by a second
autumnal maximum ; an early summer maximum of Chlorophy-
ceae and a late summer and early fall maximum of Myxophyceae
are well known to all. These regular seasonal successions are found
in all parts of the world, although a lake in the southern hemisphere
would have midsummer conditions in February and March ( G. S.
West, '09). Since the ol:)ser\'ations on the Park lakes were carried
on from July i to September i the complete seasonal succession wa^
not observed, although the normal changes which were to be expected
at that time were noted. In the case of the Caledonian plankton
formation these seasonal changes were not very pronounced, chiefly
because the blue-green algae did not increase at the end of the
summer, a fact to which Wesenberg-Lund ('05) and W. & G. S.
West ('05) have already called attention in their comments on
conditions in Scotch lakes.
Algal Succession in Artificial Lakes. Although the natural
lakes of the Park region have the characteristic low plankton volume
and small Ijlue-green content of the Caledonian community, the new
artificial lakes have a quite different flora, blue-g''een algae occurring
in sufficient quantity to be a troublesome pest. One of the primary
objects of the investigation of these lakes was to obtain light on
the problem of ecological succession in the plankton communit\^ of
artificial lakes, and to see if there is any reason for expecting
that artificial lakes will eventually reach the biojcjgical conditions
found in the natural lakes of the region.
Miss Monti ('06) seems to have l)een the only investigator to take
up this problem of ecological succession in a newly formed lake.
Her investigations were made on small alpine glacial lakes which
were about thirty-five years old when examined. The flora of these
lakes was rather poor, consisting chiefly of diatoms and a few
Protococcales. The Myxophyceae were not found at all, probably
on account of the temperatures of the water, which, even under mid-
.summer conditions, did not exceed i to 11 degrees Centigrade. The
poverty of phytoplankton in these lakes makes it unsafe to draw
any general conclusions from her results.
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There have been, however, several studies that are of interest in
shedding Hght on the nature of the plankton flora of artificial lakes.
Griffiths ('09) finds that the flora of an old small artificial lake in
England contains Volvox (PI. 6, Fig. 8) and Microcystis (PI. 3,
Figs. 11-13) in small quantity, but thinks that this lake does not
develop a true plankton flora. In a later investigation of other
artificial lakes from the same region he finds a typical heleoplankton
formation with the occurrence of certain Protococcales in consider-
able abundance.
G. S. West's thorough-going survey of the Yan Yean reservoir in
Australia ('09) is of particular interest, since he finds a true Cale-
donian plankton community. This body of water was formed in
1857 when a dam thirty feet high was built across a valley to
impound water for a municipal water supply. In this reservoir
there are about 120 difTerent organisms, and of these about four-
fifths are found in the plankton only. The proportion of the fre-
quency of the various species in the plankton and the benthos is
not the same, since certain ones occasionally found in the benthos
are undoubtedly accidental wanderers from the plankton where they
occur in abundance. The great scarcity of blue-green algae in this
comparatively shallow artificial lake is also a striking feature of the
flora ; and this artificial lake, with a typical lacustrine Caledonian flora
that is practically free from blue-green algae, is particularly hopeful
in showing that an abundance of blue-green algae is not a universal
character of artificial lakes.
In the artificial " tanks " of Ceylon, Fritsch ('07) has found that
the flora is practically that of a normal lake. In these waters the
plankton is characterized by a luxuriant growth of blue-green algae,
particularly Microcystis, a condition which is explained by the high
temperatures and lack of aeration. Fritsch gives no data on the
age of these lakes.
The most intensive study of an artificial lake is that of Kolkowitz
('09, '14) on the " Lietzensee " in Berlin. The site of this lake was
originally a swamp, with the water 10 to 15 inches deep and filled
with the common swamp plants. In 1904 this was dredged to an
average depth of six feet to form an ornamental lake a hundred
yards broad and eight times as long. Two years after the building
of the lake there was a bloom with Anabaena spiroides predomi-
nating but accompanied by a small amount of Oscillatoria Agardhii.
In the latter part of 1908 0. Agardhii appeared in quantity and since
that time has always been found in great abundance during the late
months of the summer. Kolkowitz thinks that the great amount of
organic matter is the chief reason for the growth of Oscillatoria.
Kolkowitz also discusses the flora of a number of artificial reser-
voirs in Germany that are 5 to 15 years old ('ii). In these the
Phaeophyceae and Volvocales are the most common organisms, blue-
green being present in some and lacking in others.
In the Palisades Park the flora of the artificial Kanahwauke Lakes
and the artificially enlarged Stahahe and Cedar Lakes is character-
ized by a heavy growth of Myxophyceae. In the Kanahwauke
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Lakes Microcystis dominates, in Stahahe Lake Anabaena, while in
Cedar Lake the coloration of the water is caused by Coelosphaerinm.
Queenshoro Lake, which was built at the same time, and Barnes Lake,
just outside the Park boundaries, have not developed blooms of
blue-green algae, although in the case of Queenshoro Lake there is
a large growth of Liiidorina (PI. 6, Fig. 7) and Synura uvella (PI. 5,
Figs. 2-3).
When these recently built artificial lakes that i>roduce blooms arc-
compared with the other artificial lakes of the region (Map 3)
it will be noted that only one old artificially enlarged lake has a
sufficient development of blue-green algae to come in the bloom class.
In contrast to the conditions found in Popolopen Pond the flora of
Mine, Cranl^erry, Echo, and Little Dam Lakes (all old artificial
lakes), or Summit and Forest Lakes (old artificially enlarged lakes),
is not characterized by a conspicuous development of blue-green
algae. These lakes all lie in the belt of Precambrian rocks shown
in Map 2. Two of these enlarged artificial lakes (Summit and
Forest) are of the Caledonian type; the other shallow artificial lakes
do not have a sufficient proportion of desmids to be called Cale-
donian associations. It does not seem unreasonable to assume that
these lakes have reached a fair state of biological eciuilibrium, or
that they have reached their normal lacustrine flora. If this is
true it does not seem improbable that the flora of the new artificial
lakes of the Park, which at present are producing large numbers of
blue-green algae, will gradually undergo changes in nature, and when
this flora arrives at a fairly constant state, making all due allow-
ance for the fact that the plankton of a lake varies from year to
year, it will be similar to that of other old artificial lakes of the
region. These new artificial lakes all lie in a region (Map 3)
where the stable lakes have the typical high desmid content and low
blue-green development of the Caledonian plankton formation, and
in all probability some of them will eventually arrive at a condition
resembling Summit or Forest Lakes.
The cause of an intensive development of blue-green algae in
newly formed reservoirs is a complicated prolilem involving a num-
ber of unsolved factors. Little Long Pond is a true desmid lake
and one with vefy few blue-green algae. It might be a natural
inference that if the water from this lake were collected in a new
lake the plankton organisms in the new and the old lakes would be-
practically the same, since the old lake is continually introducing its
algae into the new lake. In actual practice this has not been the
result. Kanahwauke Lake was formed by damming the valley
below Little Long Pond and impounding the water of its outlet.
The plankton of Kanahwauke consists very largel}- of Microcystis
(PI. 3, Figs. 11-13) and Phaeoflagellates (PI. 5), with only occa-
sional desmids. The source of the waters in the two lakes is the
same and so the explanation must 1)e sought in the clianges taking
place in the nature of the water in Kanahwauke after its entrance
into the lake. In the building of Kanahwauke Lake no attempt
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was made to remove the soil or even the vegetation, the site being
flooded without prehminary preparation as soon as the dam was
completed. This undoubtedly makes the water of the lake much
richer in organic matter than that of Little Long Pond, and this
richness in organic matter, coupled with a higher content of inor-
ganic salts due to the leaching of the soil, accounts for the changes
in the nature of the water favoring the -development of blue-green
algae. In enlarging Carr Pond to form Stahahe Lake, and in
joining the two Cedar Ponds to form Cedar Lake, there was no
especial preparation of the lake bed. In the case of both of these
lakes there were swampy tracts along the shore, and when the swamps
were flooded on the filling of the lake large floating bogs developed.
Nothing is known concerning the plankton flora before these lakes
were enlarged, although the residents of the region report that the
lakes did not bloom before they were enlarged. At the present time
they bloom profusely, and this blooming has no doubt been accel-
erated by the abundance of decaying vegetable matter on the bottoms
and shores of the lakes.
Origin o£ the Plankton Flora In a New Lake. Many students
of the algal flora of artificial waters, especially the students of the
biological problems involved in the building of artificial reservoirs,
proceed upon the assumption that the organisms which will appear
in these reservoirs all come from the immediate drainage basin and
that swampy areas are centers from which " seeding " of the reservoir
takes place. As has been shown above the plankton flora is a highly
specialized one and in general the organisms constituting the major
portion of the plankton community are not found in the shore
regions. The source of many of the plankton algae of an artificial
lake is not the drainage into the lake but some neighboring body of
water that contains a true plankton flora. The migration of algae
from place to place is a passive phenomenon, and may be brought
about by the agency of air currents, insects, or birds.
The scanty observations on the subject of algal migration are con-
cerned largely with the migration of nonplankton algae, and are
based upon speculation rather than actual observation. Birds are
considered the main agency causing invasion of algae into new
regions by Wille ('97), Borge ('97) and Borgesen ('01). Their
observations dealing with the Faeroes are of particular interest since
the algae found in these islands must all have been carried there
since the glacial epoch. The facts that aquatic birds fly from one
body of water to another, and that algae might adhere to them, give
a sufficient explanation if the algae are not killed by dessication
during the journey. If spores are carried they are undoubtedly
able to withstand the journey successfully, as G. Schroder ('86) has
shown that resting spores of algae withstand drying for some years
and then germinate. B. Schroder ('02) has observed that vegetative
cells of algae have a considerable resistence to drying, and it may
well be that the gelatinous envelope frequently surrounding plankton
algae prevents a too great loss of water.
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With these possibiHties of new algae being introduced into the
waters of the Park there is always the chance of new algae, and
sometimes algae that will grow luxuriantly, appearing in the plankton
flora. The extent to which these new algae will dominate the flora
of a lake is, however, a matter of conjecture.
METHODS OF CONTROLLING ALGAL GROWTHS
Proper Construction of Artificial Lakes. Since the method of
building the Park lakes has undoubtedly increased conditions favoring
the growth of algae, remedial measures should be considered. The
depth of a lake is of importance both in the way that it affects the
fish and in the way that it influences the growth of algae. In the
warm months the water of a deep lake is not of uniform tempera-
ture, but consists of an upper region where there is a vertical cir-
culation of the water (the epilimnion) and a bottom region of
stagnation (the hypolimnion) . These two layers do not fuse
gradually, but are separated by a sharply defined transition belt (the
thermocline) . The thickness of the epilimnion, or zone of circula-
tion, depends upon the size of the lake, being about ten feet thick
in small lakes and 30 to 40 in large ones (Birge and Juday, '11).
This thermal stratification of the lake is accompanied by changes
in the gaseous content of the different parts; Birge and Juday having
shown that carbon dioxid, the gas essential for food manufacture
by algae, tends to decrease in the epilimnion and to increase in the
hypolimnion. The accumulation of carbon dioxid in the lower
waters is of no particular advantage to the algae since the hypo-
limnion is generally at a depth below that where there is sufficient
light for the effective utilization of the carbon dioxid by the algae.
The increase in the carbon dioxid at the bottom of the lake comes
from the decay of algae that are sinking from the surface as well
as from the decay of other organic material at the bottom. In
shallow lakes without thermal stratification there is a continuous cir-
culation of the waters and their dissolved gases from top to bottom,
so that the products of algal decay are immediately available for
re-utilization. In addition, the carbon dioxid and other products from
the decay of organic material at the bottom are also carried to where
they can be utilized by the algae, and so shallow lakes in general
support a proportionally greater mass of algal vegetation. In the
construction of new lakes in the Park attention should be given to
the question of the proper depth of lakes, since the inauguration of
the policy of building shallow lakes with a depth of 8 to 12 feel
will certainly invite a repetition of the experiences of algae in large
numbers that have been encountered with some of the lakes already
constructed. Artificial lakes with a depth of 30 to 40 feet, and an
average depth of 15 to 20 feet, will undoubtedly be productive of
less trouble from algae.
In addition to the problem of the proper depth of the lake atten-
tion should also be given to the preparation of the lake bed. Hazen
and Fuller ('97) have made an exhaustive study of this problem in
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connection with the construction of the Ashokan and Kensico reser-
voir of the New York City water supply, the essential parts of
which have been reprinted by Whipple ('14). They discuss the
cases where all the soil has been stripped from prospective sites of
reservoirs, and show that the removal of the earth reduces con-
siderably the growth of algae but is not a sure preventive. In the
case of the Park lakes constructed for pleasure purposes only, even
more than in the case of reservoirs for municipal water supplies,
the cost of this soil stripping is prohibitive. The object in soil-
stripping is to eliminate a source of decaying organic matter that
will furnish material for the growth of algae. This comes in pari
from the decay of vegetable matter, and conditions in a lake bed
may be appreciably bettered by removing all plant growth. They
recommended the clearing of¥ and grubbing out of all trees in the
proposed site and afterwards a burning of¥ of all the vegetation.
In the case of the lakes of the Park this careful removal of the vege-
tation is necessary for the utilization of the lakes by campers, since
submerged stumps are a constant menace to those using the lakes.
The point at which the dam is to be built should also be taken into
consideration. Too often the engineer, with his min<l set solely
on construction of a lake at a moderate cost, is tempted to select a
flat swampy area since he can then make a large lake cheaply. In
these swampy areas, however, there is a large amount of decaying
vegetable matter and an enormous potential source of organic matter
to supply food materials for the algae for many years to come. If
is far better to choose a site where there are no swampy areas, and
where the flooding of the lake bed will not produce one with swampy
margins. If lakes are placed in valleys fairly free from low wel
areas, made reasonably deep, and the beds are suitably cleared before
flooding, there should be no excessive growtli of algae.
Removal of Algae by Means of Chemicals. The discussion
given above has adduced sufficient evidence, in my opinion, to war-
rant the conclusion that the artificial lakes or artificially enlarged
natural lakes of the Park will eventually arrive at a state of biological
stability where the plankton Myxophyceae will not grow in suffi-
cient quantities to affect the use of the lakes as camp sites. Until
these lakes develop the normal lacustrine habit of the region, how-
ever, disagreeable " blooms" are apt to occur and chemical means
for their control should be used.
The development of algae in natural or artificial bodies of water
used for municipal water supplies is of even greater importance
because the presence of certain algae may affect the taste even when
it does not affect the esthetic or recreational use of a lake. Methods
for the control of algal growths have been developed primarih
because of this fact. The current practice for the removal of algae
rests upon the use of copper sulphate as introduced by Moore and
Kellerman ('04, '05). At the time of the publication of Moore and
Kellerman's method for eradicating algae a great deal of interest
was expressed by sanitarians ; and numerous reports of experience
with the method are found in the periodical literature ; but with the
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gradual adoption of filtration for municipal water supplies interest
in algicides has decreased, and the literature of the past decade con-
tains but few references on the subject.
The following discussion of the method is based in large part
upon a study of the literature rather than actual experience, since
the Park lakes produced but one " bloom " which required treatment
•during the summer of 1918, and this was composed of a single
organism. Although the copper sulphate method is simple in theory
it "is complicated in application since it rests upon variable factors.
Attention has been repeatedly called to the fact that each lake must
be studied as an individual and the use of copper sulphate controlled
by preliminary studies of the particular body of water to be treated.
The variable factors that should be investigated in each individual
case are: the volume of the lake, the particular organisms to be elimi-
nated, the temperature of the water, the organic matter in solution,
the temporary' hardness of the water, and the amount of dissolved
carbon dioxid.
The computation of the volume of water should rest upon accurate
hydrographic maps which show, by means of contour intervals, the
depths in the various portions of the lake. Birge and Juday ('14)
recommended the formula of Penck for computing the volume of
the different strata on a hydrographic map. In this formula Si is
the area of the upper surface, s.^ the area of the lower surface of
the section whose volume is to be determined, and h the vertical thick-
ness of the stratum. The volume of the stratum (T'') then is
V=^_ (s,-fs,+Vs7^).
3
This computation must be repeated for each contour interval, and
the total volume of the lake obtained by combining those of the
difTerent strata. A rougher method for approximating the volume
of a lake is given by Whipple ('14), who states that an acre of water
three feet deep represents a million gallons of water. The approxi-
mate volume in millions of gallons may be calculated by multiplying
the acres of surface by the average depth of the water and dividing
by three. This, of course, involves making a number of soundings
to determine the average depth of the lake.
Thermal stratification of deep lakes is a common occurrence in
summer. In the warmer upper epilimnion there is a vertical circula-
tion of water, but in the lower colder hypolimnion no circulation
takes place. The region of transition between the two is quite sharp,
and cases have been reported by Birge and Juday ('11) of a drop of
5 to 8 degrees Centigrade in a depth of two meters at the point of the
thermocline. Investigations by Goodnough ('05) on Jamaica Pond
at the time of thermal stratification have shown that two days after
an application of copper sul])hate at the rate of 1/2,000,000, the cop-
per sulphate content of the epilimnion was several times that of the
bypolimnion. If, therefore, the lake to be treated has a marked
thermal stratification the computation of the volume of water to be
treated should include only the epilimnion and thermocline and not
the hypolimnion.
[126]
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Another prime requisite before treating a lake is a knowledge of
the specific organism or organisms causing the disturbance. (Figure
18 illustrates a method of securing samples of plankton.) This is
essential because different algae vary greatly in their ability to with-
stand the toxic effects of copper sulphate ; the susceptibility ranging
from Uroglena which is killed by one part of copper sulphate in
20,000,000 of water, to Scenedesmiis and Kirchncriella which require
application of five parts per miUion for their eradication. The com-
pilation of a table showing the copper sulphate requirements for
destroying the various organisms represents only an approximation,
since the varying factors mentioned above increase or decrease the
toxic limits for any particular alga. Tables based upon actual field
practice have been compiled by Moore and Kellerman and by Jackson
and Kellerman. These, as well as reports on the toxicity point in the
individual treatment of lakes, have been used in compiling the follow-
ing table. The most recent series of experiments, those of Huff ('16),
seem to show that even greater dilutions of copper sulphate will give
the desired results, although attention should be called to the fact
that he assumes an even distribution of the algicide when studying a
lake with a marked thermal stratification.
The only method of determining the organisms causing the trouble
is a microscopical examination of the " bloom," and it is hoped that
the illustrations accompanying this report (Plates 3-24) will be of
service in determining such algae. Experience has shown that dif-
ferent species of the same genus may react differently to the copper
sulphate, and whenever possible specific determination should be
made. Many of the genera incorporated in the following table are
not of immediate concern in the problem of blooming at the Palisades
Park, but the reaction of all algae which have been treated with copper
sulphate is given for the sake of completeness.
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Table 3.
—
Showing the observed effect of various concentrations of coppo
sulphate on different algae.
Kind of Algae
Parts
CuSOi
per
million
of water
References
BACILLARIEAE
Asterionella sp
Asterionella sp
Asterionella sp
Asterionella sp
Asterionella sp
A
, formosa
A . formosa
C'yclotella comta. . . .
Fragilaria sp
Fragilaria sp
F. capunica
F. capunica
Melosira sp
M. granulala
M. granulala
Navicula sp
Navicula sp
N. gracilis
Stephanodiscus sp
.
S. niagarae
Synedra sp
Synedra sp
Synedra sp
S. pulchella
S. pulchella
Tabellaria sp
Tabellaria sp
MYXOPHYCEAE
Anabaena sp
Anabaena sp
Anabaena sp
.
Anabaena sp
Anabaena sp
Anabaena sp.
Anabaena sp.
A. circinalis
.
A . circinalis
A . flos-aquae
.
A. flos-aquae
Aphanizomenon sp
.
Aphanizomenon sp
Aphanizomenon sp.
Aphanizomenon sp.
A. flos-aquae
A. flos-aquae
Clathrocystis sp . . . .
Clathrocystis sp
Clathrocystis sp . . .
Clathrocystis sp . . . .
C. aeruginosa
C. aeruginosa
Oscillaioria sp
Oscillaioria sp
Oscillaioria sp
Oscillaioria sp
O. prolifica
O. prolifica
0. prolifica
Coelosphaerium sp. .
,
Coelosphaerium sp. .
.
C. Kuetzingianum .
C. Kuetzingianum...
Rivularia echinulata
.
Rivularia echinulala
.08
.30
.
10
.08
• 50
.07
.
22
4.00
. 10
1 .66
I 00
30
.
10
.08
1.66
1
. 00
.50
33
• 30
.25
.09
I . 00
.08
.50
. 25
.20
. 12
. 10
.08
50
25
. 12
. 10
. 10
.08
•50
30
. 20
-.40
• 70
• SO
. 20
•30
• 23
. 10
.08
. 10
.08
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Not affected ....
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Killed.
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Not affected
.
Not affected
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
.
Killed
Greatly reduced
Carroll ('04)
Caird ('04J
Jackson ('05a, '05b)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Kellerman ('12)
Huff ('16)
Huff ('16)
Huff ('16)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('os;
Jackson ('03a, 'osb);
Kellerman ('12); Moore and Keller-
man ('05)
Huff ('16)
Huff ('16)
Jackson {'03a, 'osb)
Huff ('16)
Huff ('16)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Moore and Kellerman ('03)
Quick ('04)
Moore and Kellerman ('os)
Huff {'16)
Moore and Kellerman ('03)
Jackson ('03a)
Jackson Cosb)
Huff ('16)
Huff ('16)
Moore and Kellerman ('03)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('03)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ("os);
Caird ('03)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Caird ('05. '04)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ("03);
Goodnough ('03); Jackson ('osa,
'03b)
Kellerman ('12)
Carroll ('04)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Moore and Kellerman ("os); Huff
C16)
Huff C16)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Moore and Kellerman ('03)
Jackson ("osa, '03b)
Huff C16)
Huff C16)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Jackson Cosb)
Moore and Kellerman C05); Jackson
Cosa)
Kellerman ('12)
Huff ('16)
Huff C12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table C03)
Jackson ('05a); Jour. N. E. W. W.
Assn. Table ('05)
Jackson ('03b)
Kellerman ('12)
Goodnough ('03)
Jour. N. E. W. W
Jour. N. E. W. W
Moore and Kellerman
man ('12)
Jackson ('osa, '05b)
Huff ('16)
Huff {'16)
Huff C16)
Huff C16)
Assn. Table ('03)
Assn. Table ('05)
Cos); KeUer-
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Table 3.— Concluded.
Parts
CuSO,
Kind of Algae per
million
of water
Effect References
CHLOROPHYCEAE
Ankistrodesmus sp.
.
Ankislrodesmus sp.
Holryococcus sp . . . .
Chara sp
Chara sp
Chara sp
Chara sp
Chlamydomonas sp
.
Chlamydomonas sp
.
Chlamydomonas sp
Cladophora sp
Closlerium sp
Closterium sp
Conferva sp
Conferva sp
Conferva sp
C. bombycina
Desmidium sp
Draparnaldia sp . . .
Eudorina elegans. .
.
Eudorina elegans. . .
Hydrodiclyon sp
.
. .
Hydrodictyon sp.. . .
Kirchneriella sp . . .
Microspora sp
Palmella sp
I'andorina mortitn .
Pandorina morum.
Protococcus sp
Prolococcus sp
Protococcus sp
Scenedesmus sp . . . .
Scenedesmus sp . . . .
Scenedesmus sp . . . .
.Scenedesmus sp . . .
.
Scenedesmus sp. . . .
Spirogyra sp
Spirogyra sp
Spirogyra sp
Spriogyra sp
.Stauraslrum sp . . . .
Stauraslrum sp . . . .
Stauraslrum sp . . . .
Ulothrix sp
Ulothrix sp
Ulothrix sp
Voh'ox sp
Zygnema sp
Zygnema sp
PH.A.EOPHYCE.\E
Dinobryon sp
D. setularia
Glenodinium sp . . . .
Mallomonas sp
Mallomonas sp
Peridinium sp
Peridinium sp
5y«ura sp
Synura sp
Uroglena sp
Uroglena sp
Uroglena sp
Uroglena sp
3 00
.30
• 30
. 16
-.40
30
.
20
30
3.-5.00
.40
2
.
00
10.00
. 10
1 .40
30
.
22
3.-5-00
I .40
I .00
.70
.30
. 20
. 12
.05-20
.04
I .40
.27
.16
.25
•30
.08
.50
2 . 00
.50
2 , 00
50
.30
. 10
25
.08
• 05
.04
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
Killed
Killed
Xot affected . . .
.
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed....-
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
Killed
Killed
Xot affected . . .
Killed
Killed
Killed
Greatly reduced
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Not affected . .
.
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Killed
Not affected
. . .
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Jackson ("osa, 'osb)
Quick ('04)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('os)
Emberley ('12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Moore and Kellerman Cos); Jour.
N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('os)
Jackson ('05a. 'osb)
Jour. N. E. W. "W. Assn. Table ('05)
Moore and Kellerman ('05); Keller-
man ('12)
Jackson ('05a, 'osb); Caird Cos)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Kellerman ('12)
Jackson ('osa, 'osb)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Moore and Kellerman ('os); Jackson
('03a, '05b)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Huff ('16)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Moore and Kellerman Cos) ; Jackson
Cosa. 'osb); Kellerman {'12)
Kellerman ('12)
Kellerman C12)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Moore and Kellerman Cos)
Huff ('16)
Goodnough ('05)
Jour. N. E. W. "W. Assn. Table ('05);
Caird Cos)
Quick ('04)
Kellerman ('12)
Goodnough Cos)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Goodnough ('05)
Jackson ('05a, 'osb)
Jour, N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('os)
;
Jackson ('osa, 'osb)
Jour, N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos)
Kellerman ('12)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Goodnough Cos)
Goodnough ('os)
Huff C16)
Caird Cos)
Moore and Kellerman ('05); Keller-
man C12)
Quick ('04)
Moore and Kellerman Cos); Jackson
('05a, '05b); Kellerman ('12)
Kellerman ('12)
Moore and Kellerman ('os)
Jackson ('05 a)
Huff C16)
Moore and Kellerman ('05); Jackson
('osa, '05b)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Jackson ('osa, 'osb)
Moore and Kellerman Cos); Keller-
man ('12)
Jackson ('osa, 'osb)
Moore and Kellerman ('05)
Jackson ('05a, 'osb)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table ('05)
Goodnough ('05); Huff ('12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Table Cos);
Moore and Kellerman Cos); Jack-
son ('osa, 'osb)
Goodnough Cos)
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At present it is imixtssible to state the mechanism by which ex-
tremely toxic substances like copper sulphate produce marked results,
even when greatly diluted. There are, however, certain factors
governing this chemical reaction that are of importance, and that
were first pointed out by Moore and Kellerman ('04). They call
attention to the fact that the relation between temperature and
chemical reaction, so well known in chemical reactions, holds in the
toxic effect of copper sulphate, and that smaller amounts will produce
the same results when applied during the period when the water is at
a midsummer temperature. Their computations of the amount needed
to kill the algae are based upon a standard temperature of 15' C.
(59° F.) and they recommend an increase or decrease of 2.5 per cent
in the amount of copper sulphate for each degree Centigrade below
or above the standard temperature.
The chemical constitution of the water, both organic content and
temporary hardness, afifects the reaction, and copper sulphate proves
less toxic in hard waters and in those rich in organic matter. Moore
and Kellerman ('05) suggest a 2 per cent increase in the amount of
copper sulphate for each ten parts per million of organic matter, and
a
.5 per cent increase for each ten parts per million of temporary
hardness.
The question of introducing a poisonous substance like copper
sulphate into drinking water at once aroused interest in the problem
of the chemical reactions of this substance with surface waters; and
especially in the question of whether it remains in solution or is pre-
cipitated out. Experience has shown that in ordinary or hard waters
the copper sulphate is precipitated out within a few days, while in
soft waters it may remain for some time. Ellms ('05) has suggested
the following reaction to account for the precipitation of the com-
pound from natural waters
:
2 CUSO4+ 2CaH2(C03)2=CuC03.Cu02H2
-h 2 CaSOi +3 CO0+H2O
Calcium Basic copper
Bicarbonate Carbonate
The basic copper carbonate formed is soluble to a certain extent,
especially if there is carbon dioxid in the water. Carbon dioxid is
generally present as a result of respiration of organisms in the
water, or there may be a small amount produced by the reaction sug-
gested above. Following the formation of the basic copper car-
bonate there is a change to copper hydrate, an insoluble compound,
which is then precipitated to the bottom of the lake
:
CUCO3.CUO2H2 + H2O = 2 CUO2H2 + CO2
In the hard waters with which Ellms worked 70-95 per cent of the
basic copper carbonate was converted into copper hydrate by the end
of three hours, and at the end of twenty-four hours no trace of
copper compounds remained in solution. He also noted that this
second reaction was affected by the organic content of the water, and
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when caramel solution or a leaf extract was added the reaction was
much slower.
The Method of Applying Copper Sulphate. After determining
the amount of copper sulphate needed and making the proper adjust-
ments for temperature, chemical nature of the water, and the other
factors mentioned above, the problem of the method of placing the
copper sulphate in the water arises. The best method is that first
devised by Moore and Kellerman (see figure 19) whose instructions
follow
:
" The method of introducing the copper sulphate into a water
supply is extremely simple. Place the required number of pounds
of copper sulphate in a coarse bag •— gunny sack or some equally
loose mesh — and, attaching this to the stern of a rowboat near the
surface of the water, row slowly back and forth over the reservoir,
on each trip keeping the boat within 10 to 20 feet of the previous
path. In this manner about 100 pounds of copper sulphate can be
distributed in one hour. By increasing the number of boats, and, in
the case of very deep reservoirs, hanging two or three bags to eacli
boat, the treatment of even a large reservoir may be accomplished in
from four to six hours. It is necessary, of course, to reduce as much
as possible the time required for applying the copper, so that for
immense supplies with a capacity of several billion gallons it would
probably be desirable to use a launch, carrying long projecting spars
to which could be attached bags each containing several hundred
pounds of copper sulphate."
The application should be made, if possible, at a time when the
wind is blowing and the water in circulation, in order to secure an
even distribution of the copper sulphate. There are usually shallow
places in a lake where it is impossible to row a boat or where, if a
boat can be pushed through, the disturbance of the muddy bottom may
cause a too rapid precipitation of the copper. Huflf ('16) has found
a small hand pump, the type used for spraying trees, very useful in
distributing a strong copper sulphate solution in these inaccesible
places which frequently form breeding centers for the algae. This
gives a much more uniform distribution in these inaccessible places
than sowing broadcast finely powered copper sulphate.
The number of applications necessary for eradication of algae
depends upon varying conditions. If the algae in a body of water
have been killed off the inference might be drawn that the trouble
has been eliminated for all time, but experience has shown that the
same algae or other algae sometimes reappear in large numbers in
the same season. The explanation for this rests upon the rapid
multiplication of these organisms, the increase in the number of indi-
viduals being a geometric and not an arithmetic progression. From
the theoretical standpoint a single cell left in a lake could produce a
bloom within 30 to '40 days if conditions for its reproduction were
not Hmited by certain factors. In practice it has been found that
after the eradication of the algae it is generally a month before they
again become troublesome and that three treatments during a season
are sufficient to hold the algae in check. The fear expressed by some
[132]
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that the algae surviving the treatment would develop a strain resistant
to copper sulphaie in small quantities has not heen realized, and algae
yield to treatment in reservoirs where the method of eradication has
been practiced since it was discovered twenty ) ears ago.
EFFECT OF THE COPPER SULPHATE TREATMENT ON FISH
The plan for the recreational and educational development of the
Palisades Interstate Park includes the cultivation of fish in its ponds
and lakes, in order to increase their utility and the recreational pos-
sibilities of the Park. A preliminary report on a general fish cultural
policy for the Park has been published (Adams, Hankinson and
Kendall, '19) based on field studies during the summers of 1918 and
1919.
The superabundance of algae, particularly in ponds abounding
in decaying plant remains (as in Carr Pond) has been given as the
cause for the death of fish. Among the records of the sudden dying
of fish where it is ascribed to algae are the observations of Haine
('18), Hyams and Richards ('01), Baldwin and Whipple ('06) and
an anonymous report in the Bulletin of the New York Zoological
Society ('13). The investigations of Baldwin and Whipple were
the most complete and they show that while the algae killed the fish
they did not poison them directly, but that the death of the algae
following their blooming caused an exhaustion of the oxygen supply,
which, in turn, caused the death of the fish. That this death of fish
in connection with a blooming of the pond is due to the exhaustion
of the oxygen is borne out l)y the observations of Haine ('18), who
shows that when algae have l)een killed by copper siilphate there is a
sharp decrease in the oxygen content of the water following such
treatment, due to the bacterial oxidation of the dead algae, and that
this oxygen reduction may aft^ect the fish.
The question of the efifect of copper sulphate upon fish as well as
upon algae is of great importance. This question was raised soon
after the introduction of Moore and Kellerman's method, especially
in its application to aquaria and fish cultural waters. A more recent
use of copper sulphate is in the application of it in sufificient quanti-
ties to kill undesiral)le fish before restocking with certain game fish
(Titcomb. '14). When these different points of view are taken into
consideration we have a greater knowledge of the reaction to this
compound than might be expected, although attention should be
called to the fact that any particular species of fish shows a greater
range of susceptibility in dififerent sections of the country than do the
algae. This may be due to the fact that there are physiological dif-
ferences between species of fish in different localities, even when fish
from different localities apjiear to lie identical. This indicates that
local investigations must be made the basis of practical remedial
work. Fortunately fish are less su.sceptible than algae and, although
the toxic limits of the two frequentlv approach, it is often possible to
eradicate algae without seriously harming the fish. The following
table shows the reported responses of fish to different concentrations
of copper sulphate.
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Table 4.— Showing the observed effects of copper sulphate on fish. {Amount
of copper sulphate expressed in parts per million.)
Kind of Fish
Concen-
tration of
CuSO 4
Effect References
Bass.
Black bass (small)
Black bass (small)
Large-mouth black bass.
.
Large-mouth black bass.
Carp
Catfish
Catfish
Goldfish
Perch
Perch
Perch
Perch (yellow)
Perch (yellow)
Perch (yellow)
Perch (yellow)
Perch (yellow)
Perch (yellow)
Pickerel
Pickerel
Pickerel
Pickerel
Pike
Pike perch
Suckers
Suckers
Sunfish
Sunfish
Sunfish
Trout
Trout
Trout (fry)
Trout (brook)
Trout (brook)
Trout (brook) (fry)
Trout (brook) (fry)
Trout (brown)
Trout (rainbow)
Trout (rainbow)
.60
30
2. 10
10. 00
S-oo
•30
34
.40
.50
.60
.75
1 .42
12.00
•30
.40
• so
50
1 .00
.12
• 40
12.00
30.00
30.00
12.00
• 30
.60
• 30
.60
1 . 20
.14
1 .00
2.00
30
.60-. 80
1 .00
2.00
.60-. 80
.60-. 80
• 30
Killed.
Killed
None killed
.
.
Killed..
None killed.
.
None killed.
Killed
None killed .
None killed.
.
Killed
None killed.
Few killed . . .
KiUed
None killed.
.
KiUed
None killed.
Killed
Killed
Few killed . .
,
None killed.
,
Killed
Killed
Killed
KiUed
None killed.
Killed
Killed
Killed
None killed.
None killed
None killed
None killed
None killed.
None killed.
None killed
Killed
None killed
None killed
None killed.
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Cos)
.
(Moore, Jackson, Goodnough 'os)
Caird ('04)
Kellerman ('12)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson ('10)
Kellerman ('12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Cos)
Kellerman ('12)
Kellerman ('12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Cos)
Kellerman ('12)
Goodnough Cos)
Titcomb C12)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson ('10)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson f'lo)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Cos)
Kellerman C12)
Titcomb ('14)
Titcomb ('14)
Titcomb ('14)
Titcomb C14)
Kellerman ('12)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. Cos)
Jour. N. E. W. W. Assn. ("05)
Caird ('04)
Kellerman C12)
Kellerman ('12)
Anonymous ('04)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson ('10)
Marsh and Robinson ('10)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
Marsh and Robinson ('10)
Marsh and Robinson Cio)
When there is any doubt concerning the toxic effect of copper
sulphate the method of Marsh and Robinson ('08) may be used.
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries gives the following directions:
" Each body of water must be treated in the light of its special con-
ditions. It is advisable to conduct a preliminary experiment on the
effect of various dilutions of the copper sulphate upon the fish in the
water to be treated. For this purpose two vessels of sufficient size to
hold a few of the fish for 24 hours without artificial aeration are
placed side by side. Both of the vessels should be filled with water of
the same temperature as that of the water from which the fish are
taken. To the water in one of the vessels add sufficient copper
sulphate to make a solution containing i part of the salt to a million
parts of water. The copper sulphate is conveniently added to the
water in the form of an aqueous solution of known strength (stand-
ard solution) which may be made up in the following manner: Weigh
out 20 grains of crystalline copper sulphate. (If facilities for weigh-
ing are lacking, the chemical may be weighed at a drug store). Com-
pletely dissolve this amount of salt in one quart of water. Of this
standard solution add one fluid ounce to every 10 gallons of water,
which are contained in the treating vessel. After stirring the solu-
tions vigorously to aerate the water, place an equal number of fish in
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each of the two vessels, one of which now contains i part of copper
sulphate to one million parts of water and the other contains untreated
water. If the fish die in less than 24 hours in the copper sulphate
solution and not in the control, it is evidence that the chemical solu-
tion was too strong and a second trial should be made, using a frac-
tional part of an ounce of the standard copper sulphate solution to 10
gallons of water (the resultant solution would of course contain a
corresponding fraction of a part per million of copper sulphate).
If the fish in the experimental solution, however, did not die, then this
strength of copper sulphate solution can be used for the eradication
of the algae without killing the fish."
In July, 1918, in Carr Pond in the Palisades Interstate Park, the
algae became so abundant and were such a nuisance that an effort was
made to adopt control measures. The Park Commissioners there-
fore sought permission of Mr. Geo. D. Pratt, State Conf,ervation
Commissioner, Albany, to use the copper sulphate method for killing
the algae, to which he replied on July 19 : " You are authorized to
use in Carr Pond commercial copper sulphate, ratio one part dry
weight of copper sulphate to 5 millions parts of water. Rag bags
filled as above so that applications be distributed uniformly."
Under this authorization five park workmen, under my direction
on July 22, 1918, made the treatment (figure 19). The estimate of
the volume of the lake was furnished by the office of the Chief
Engineer of the Park. Since the organism causing the bloom was
Anahaena the maximum concentration permitted was not used for
its eradication. Soon after the application of the copper sulphate the
color of the water turned from a grass-green to a li'ijhter bluish shade,
because of the killing of the algae. After the copper sulphate had
been in the lake for 24 hours many fish were seen at the surface
gasping for air. A small species of catfish (Schilbeodes) was killed
in large numbers, while the pickerel (Esox tridecimlincatns) was very
sluggish and swimming slowly at the surface. The following day
many pickerel were dead as well as some of the large perch. The
large sunfish (Etipomotis gihhosus) was not affected. Collections
of plankton samples at this time showed that the Anahaena had dis-
appeared although the water still remained somewhat turbid. The
third day fish were not noted at the surface.
This treatment of the lake brings out the fact that although the
amount of copper sulphate used was considerably below the toxic
limits for the fish the biological conditions following the treatment
were so unfavorable that the fish died. The oxygen content of the
water generally drops following the killing of the algae, and in this
case the reduction was, for a short time, below a point at which the
fish could exist. Haine ('18) ascribes this oxygen reduction to the
bacterial oxidation of the dead algae and calls attention to the same
reduction in the amount of oxygen when algae in a body of water are
suddenly killed by some natural cause. The best known case of the
killing of fish by the sudden dying of algae is that reported by Bald-
win and Whipple ('06).
These injurious after effects may be avoided by eradicating the
algae at the first indication of their development in quantity by several
treatments, instead of at the time of their maximal development; in
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such cases the bacterial decomposition of the algae will not require so
much oxygen. If the treatment is made at a time when the waters
are not well aerated by the action of waves only a portion of the
lake should be treated at a time. Under this method there are regions
into which the fish may migrate and not be affected by the reduction
of the oxygen.
In conclusion it should be pointed out that the killing of the algae
destroys an important source of food for fish. In general, algae are
not directly a source of food for many species of fish, although Tif-
fany ('31 a, 2 lb, '22) has shown that the young gizzard shad (Dor-
soma cepedianum) feed almost exclusively upon algae. Algae are,
however, the food of the aquatic animals upon which many fish feed,
and the complete removal involves the removal of their food supply
also (Transeau, '17; Moore, '20; Mann, '21). It is very evident that
the whole problem of the relation of algae to fish and fish culture is
in great need of further detailed investigation.
SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT OF THE PHYTOPLANKTON OF PALISADES
PARK
In the following list, and in the table of the phytoplankton of the
Park (pp. 140-145) the fre(|uency of occurrence in different lakes is
designated as follows: (cc) common, (c) fairly common, (s) fairly
scarce, (ss) scarce, (sss) very scarce, (r) fairly rare, frr) rare,
(rrr) very rare. Since determination of the plankton algae is aided
more by figures than by descriptions special attention has been given
to the illustration of the plankton algae of the Park (Plates 3-24).
New or noteworthy species are as follows
:
Coelosphaerium radiatum sp. nov. PI. 3, Figs. 9-10.
Colonies containing comparatively few cells, enclosed by a very
hyaline, homogeneous, gelatinous envelope. Cells ovoid-pyriform.
radially arranged about a common center and with their smaller end>
facing outwards. Cells lying some distance from one another. Celi
contents homogeneous, pale blue-green in color.
Cells 5-6 fx long, 1.75-2.0 fi broad: diam. of colonies 16-19 M-
Popolopen Pond (rr).
This species is characterized by the peculiar cell shape, the small
number of cells in the colony, and by the arrangement of the cells
within the colony.
Synura Adamsii sp. nov. PI. 5, Figs. 4-5.
Colonies usually spherical, with the cells loosely arranged to form
a radiating mass from a common center. Cells elongate club-shapeil.
with the proximal ends sul)acute and the anterior portion of the ceil
with a few scattered spines. Cells with two elongate, laminate
chromatophores and two cilia of equal length.
Length of cells 42-47 fi. breadth 6.5-10 /x. length of cilia 12-17 /u.
Little Dam Pond (rr), Little Long Pond (r).
The ratio between breadth and length of the cell in this species Is
1 :4 to 1 :6 whereas in the common S. nvella it is i :2 to i :3.5. The'
spines on the cell wall do not cover more than the anterior quarter of
the cell in this species.
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The beli.avior of the two species when mounted under a cover glass
is also quite dift'erent since colonies of 5". Adamsii begin to dissociate
into individual cells almost as soon as they are mounted. Colonies of
_
S. m'clla, on the other hand, do not break down readily.
Errerella bornhemiensis Conrad. PI. 9, I'igs. 3-4.
Bull. Soc. Roy. de Bot. de Belgique 52: 242, text figs. 1-3. IQ13.
Nigger Pond (rr), Portage Lake (rrr).
This remarkable alga has not been noted since its discovery by
Conrad. It is very closely related to Micractinimn but differs in the
cellular arrangement antl the single long spine on certain of the
exterior cells.
Conrad states that the colony consists of a solid jjyramid of six-
teen cells. In the specimens that I have observed the unit of
structure is in reality a pyramid of four cells which, in turn, is
grouped with three other units to form a pyramid of sixteen cells.
In this sixteen-celled pyramid there is an open space at the center.
Isolated sixteen-celled colonies were found but in the majority of
cases development had extended to a point where four such sixteen-
celled colonies were joined to form a pyramid that contained sixty-
four cells. In one case four of these sixty-four-celled colonies were
joined to form a i)yramidal colony of 256 cells. This colony has been
drawn in basal view to show the p\ ramidal arrangement to better
advantage (Fig. 3).
The cells of the New York specimens are somewhat smaller than
Conrad describes, the diameter varying from 3-6 ix. The chloroplast
is cup-shaped, but the hyaline portion of the protoplast is opposite
and not away from the single spine. As in the Belgian specimens
those from New York have no pyrenoids, but this presence or absence
of pyrenoids is a matter of minor importance.
Conrad was unable to find stages of reproduction and so suggests
that reproduction ma\' either be by zoospores as in Pcdiastrum or by
autocolonies. .Small pyramidal colonies of four cells still enclosed by
the old cell wall were observed in the plankton of Nigger Lake. This
gives every reason for supposing, therefore, that reproduction is by
autocolonies as in the closely related Micractinium.
Pachycladon gen. nov.
Cells solitary, spherical, with a delicate cell wall that is without a
gelatinous envelope. Cell wall bearing four quadrately (very rarely
pyramidately) arranged appendages. Appendages dark brown in
color, stout, gradually taperiner to a blunt point that is usually bifur-
cate. Base .of appendages dilate at point of juncture with the cell
wall. Chloroplast single, cup-shaped, parietal, nearly filling the cell
cavity ; with one pyrenoid.
Reproduction unknown.
Pachycladon umbrinus sp. nov. PI. 9, Figs. 5-7.
Characters as above.
Diameter of cells without processes 8.5-12.5 fi, with processes 84-
112 ju. Length of processes 35-50 fi; breadth of processes at base
2.5-3.75 fi, at apex 1.0-2.0 /jl.
Little Dam Pond (rr), Nigger Pond (rr).
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This genus belongs in the subfamily of the Micractinieae and is
separated from the other members of the group by the stout append-
ages that do not terminate in a sharp point as well as by the solitary
spherical cells. The basal portion of the appendages shows a certain
similarity with those of Lagerheimia wratislawicnsis Schrod., but the
apices and the stoutness of the processes are quite different. There
is also a superficial resemblance between P. umbrinus and Ceras-
tcrias longispina (Perty) Reinseh but in the latter species the long
processes are a continuation of the cell wall and not distinct
appendages.
Schroderia setigera (Schrod.) Lemm. PI. lo. Figs. 3-5.
In the discussion of the Wisconsin species of this genus attention
was called to a fine disc at the end of one of the terminal spines.
This was thought to be a character of all species of the genus but 1
am now convinced that both the S. setigera and S. Judayi described
from Wisconsin lakes should be referred to a single species, S. Judayi
G. M. Smith. The reason for this view is the discovery in Stahahe
Lake of an organism that agrees well with the original description of
S. setigera which states that there are simple spines at both poles of
the cell. The chloroplast of the New York specimens usually had
but a single pyrenoid, although some specimens were observed which
contained more than one pyrenoid (Fig. 5).
Pediastrum biradiatum var. heterocanthum var. nov. PI. 12,
Fig. 14.
Incisions in apices of lobes of marginal cells unequal, the interior
lobelets being much larger than the exterior.
Cells 8 ILL broad, 14 /x long; diam. of sixteen-celled 55 /x.
Nigger Pond (rrr).
The shape of the marginal cells suggests very strongly P. tetras
var. tctraodon (Corda) Hansen, but the interstices between the
interior cells and the lateral contact of marginal cells at the bases
only show that the alga should be referred to P. biradiatum Meyen.
Micrasterias mahabuleshwarensis var. serrulata (Wolle) comb,
nov. PI. 16, Fig. 2.
Micrasterias ringcns var. serrulata Wolle, Bull. Torr. Bot. CI. 12: 128, pi.
51, fig. 15. 1885.
This species is subject to considerable variation. The majority of
the individuals in Little Long Pond lacked the accessory processes on
the top of the polar lobe. With the exception of this feature the
variety agrees well with the type in shape and ornamentation of the
lateral lobes, central protul)erance of the semicells. and shape of the
])olar lobe. This variety may be considered identical with an organism
that Wolle describes as M. ringcns var. serrulata but which seems in
a more natural place when considered a variety of M. mahabulesh-
warensis.
Xanthidium subhastiferum var. Johnscnii (W. S: G. S. West)
comb. nov. PI. 16, Figs. 6-7.
Xanthidium hastifcrum var. Jnhusnnii W. & G. S. West. Jour. Linn. Soc. Bot.
33 : 2QC). 1898.
Xanthidium antilopaeuni var. jai'aiiicum Johns, non. Nordst. Bull. Torr.
Bot. CI. 22; 295, pi. 239, fig. 10. 1895.
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Semicells broadly elliptic, with an arcuate row of pores just below
the apex. Lateral margins of semicells with two robust, upwardly
curved spines.
Length 45^8 fi ; breadth without spines 43-47 ij., with spines 65-75
fx; length spines 12-15 f^> breadth at isthmus 9-12 fi.
This alga suggests ver}- strongly the one which Johnson referred
to X. antilopaeum var. javanicuni Nordst. The two stout spines at
the lateral angles of the semicells show that it belongs to the X.
hastiferum-suhhastiferum-controversiim group of species that have
two pairs of spines on the lateral margins. The cell shape is that of
X. subhastiferuiii but it differs in the curved spines and the subapical
ornamentation.
Staurastrum trihastiferum sp. nov. PI. 17, Figs. 5-6.
Cells very large, breadth (without spines) i.5-1.75 times the
length, deeply constricted, sinus widely open and with an acute apex,
isthmus narrow. Semicells obversely semicircular, apices markedly
tumid, lateral angles rounded and bearing a single long, stout, solid
spine. Spines subparallel and generally slightly outwardly divergent
at their apices. Vertical view triangular, sides somewhat retuse in the
central portion, angles fairly sharp and bearing a single stout spine.
Cell wall coarsely punctate.
Zygospores unknown.
Length 90 fi; breadth without spines 77-93 fj., with spines 1 15-138
fi; length spines 22.5-30 n; breadth of isthmus 24 /x.
This desmid is separated from other species bearing single spines
at the corners of the semicells by its large size. It should be com-
]:)ared with i'. minncsotense Wolle and .S". longispimnn var. hidentatmn
( Wittr.) W. & G. S. West, which differ in having two large spines
at the angles of the semicells.
Staurastrum chaetoceras (Schrod.) comb. nov. PI. 18, Fig. 3.
Staurastrum polyniorphiim var. chaetoceras Schroder in Zacharias, Forsch-
ungsbr. a. d. Biol. Stat, zu Plon 6: 131, text figs. a-c. 1898.
An alga which is worthy of specific rather than varietal rank.
Staurastrum Johnsonii var. triradiatum var. nov. PI. 18, Figs.
5-7-
Vertical view triangular ; ornamentation of the front view as in the
biradiate type.
Length without processes 32-42 /x, with processes 50-64 ju, ; breadth
with processes 55~75 breadth isthmus 8.5-1 1.5 /t.
This variety resembles cingulum (W. & G. S. West) G. M.
Smith, in the general cell shape and transverse row of granules just
above the isthmus ; but the ornamentation of the apices of the semi-
cells, the verrucae and the subapical rings of minute verrucae, is that
of 6". Johnsonii.
Staurastrum pseudopelagicum var. minor var. nov. PI. 18,
Figs. 13-14.
Length without processes 16.5-22.5 //,, with processes 30-38 n
:
breadth with processes 42-50 n; breadth isthmus 6-7 fi.
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Plate 3. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Chroococcus limneticus 140
Fig. 2 Chroococcus minulus 140
Pig. 3 Chroococcus turgidus 140
Fig. 4 Merismopeiia elegans 140
Figs. 5-6 Merismopedia tenuissima 140
Fig. 7 Coelosphaerium Kuelzingianum 140
Fig. 8 Coelosphaerium Naegelianiim 140
Figs. 9-10 Coelosphaerium radiatum 136, 140
Fig. II Microcystis flos-aquae 140
Fig 12 Microcystis aeruginosa 140
Fig. 13 Microcystis pulvera 140
I
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Plate 4. Plankton Algae of Pallsades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Aphanocapsa elachisla vax. planctonica 140
Fig. 2 Aphanocapsa nidulans 140
Fig. 3 Trichoiesmium lacuslre 140
Fig. 4 Anahaena Borneliana 140
Fig. 5 Anahaena flos-aquae 140
Fig. 6 Anahaena Lemmermanni 140
Fig. 7 Mallomonas caudata 140
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Plate 4
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Plate 5. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Chrysosphaerella longispina 140
Figs. 2-3 Synura uvella 140
Pigs. 4-5 Synura Adamsii 136, 140
Fig. 6 Uroglenopsis americana 140
Fig. 7 Dinobryon bavaricum 140
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Plate 5
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Plate 6. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(Figs. 1-7 X 460; fig. 8 X 230) PAGE
Fig. I Dinohryon selularia 141
Fig. 2 Phaeococcus planctonicus var. ovalis 141
Fig. 3 Botryococcus Braunii 141
Figs. 4-5 Ophiocytium capilatum 141
Fig. 6 Pandorinamorum 141
Fig. 7 Eudorina elegans 141
Fig. 8 Volvox aureus 141
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Plate 7. Plankton Algak ui Palisades Pakk
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Gloeocyslis gigas 141
Fig. 2 Sphaerocystis Schroeleri 141
Figs. 3-5 Gloeocyslopsis limnelicus 141
Fig. 6 Asterococcus limneticus 141
Fig. 7 Diclyosphiierium pulchellum 141
Fig. Dimorphococcus lunatus 141
Fig. 9 Westella botryoides 141
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Plate 8. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 680) page
Fig. I Oocystis lacuslris 141
Figs. 2-3 Nephrocylium Agardhianum 141
Fig. 4 Telraedron muticum 141
Fig. 5 Telraedron trigonum 141
Fig. 6 Telraedron trigonum vax gracile 141
Fig. 7 Telraedron regulare VcLT. incus 141
Fig. 8 Telraedron regulare var. torsum 141
Fig. 9 Telraedron gracile 141
Figs. 1 0-12 Telraedron lobulalum 141
Fig. 13 Telraedron lobulalum va.T. polyfurcalum 141
Fig. 14 Telraedron limnelicum 141
Fig. 15 Telraedron planclonicum 141
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Plate 9. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Figs. 1-2 Micractinium pusillum 141
Pigs. 3-4 Errerella bornhemiensis 137, 141
Figs. 5-7 Pachycladon umbrinus 137, 141
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Plate 10. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pabk
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Selenastrum Bihraianum 141
Fig. 2 Ankistrodesmus falcatus 141
Figs 3-5 Schroederia seligera 138, 141
Fig. 6 Quadrigula Pfilzeri 141
Fig. 7 Elaklothrix gelatinosa 142
Fig. 8 Kirchneriella lunaris var. dianae 142
Fig. 9 Kirchneriella obesa 142
Fig. 10 Kirchneriella elongata 142
Fig. II Coelastrum microporum 142
Fig. 12 Coelastrum cambricum 142
Fig. 13 Sorastrum americanutn 142
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Plate II. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pabk
(All figtires X 680) page
Fig. I Crucigenia rectangularis 142
Fig. 2 Crucigenia irregularis 142
Figs. 3-4 Crucigenia apiculala 142
Fig. 5 Crucigenia quadrata 142
Fig. 6 Scenedesmus obliquus 142
Fig. 7 Scenedesmus arcuatus 142
Fig. 8 Scenedesmus arcuatus var. platydisca 142
Figs. 9-10 Scenedesmus armatus 142
Figs. 11-12 Scenedesmus brasiliensis 142
Fig. 13 Scenedesmus longus var. Naegelii 142
Fig. 14 Scenedesmus ahundans 142
Fig. 15 Scenedesmus quadricauda 142
Fig. 16 Scenedesmus quadricauda var. longispina 1 42
Fig. 17 Scenedesmus quadricauda wax. quadrispina 142
Fig. 18 Characium stipitalum 143
Fig. 19 Characium curvatum 143
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Plate 12. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pakk
(All figures x 460) page
Figs. 1-5 Characium gracilipes 143
Fig. 6 Pediaslrum araneosum 142
Fig. 7 Pediaslrum Boryanum 142
Fig. 8 Pediaslrum Boryanum var. longicorne 142
Figs. 9-10 Pediaslrum duplex 142
Figs. 11-13 Pediaslrum duplex war. reticulalum 142
Fig. 14 Pediaslrum biradialum var. helerocanlhum 138, 143
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Plate 13. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(Figs. 1-2, 7-10 X 460; figs. 3-6 X 230) PAGE
Fig. I Gonatozygon aculeatum 143
Fig. 2 Spirotaenia condensata 143
Fig. 3 Closlerium limatum 143
Figs. 4-5 Closlerium acerosum 143
Fig 6 Closlerium macilentum 143
Fig. 7 Closlerium Kuetzingii 143
Fig. 8 Pleurotaenium Ehrenbergii 143
Figs. 9-10 Pleurolaenium subcoronatum var. detum 143
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Plate 14. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pabk
(Figs. 1-3, 5 X 460; figs. 4, 6 X 230) page
Fig. I Euaslrum pinnatum 1 43
Fig. 2 Euaslrum pulchellum 143
Fig. 3 Euaslrum verrucasum vax. alatum 143
Fig. 4 Micraslerias rolala 143
Fig. 5 Micraslerias apiculala 143
Fig. 6 Micraslerias apiculala var. fimbriala 143
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Plate 15. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pakk
(Figs I, 5 X 230; figs. 2-4 X 4fiO) PAGE
Fig I Micrasterias apiculata wax. fimhriata lorma. spinosa 143
Fig. 2 Micraslerias pinnalifida 143
Fig. Micraslerias radiata 143
Figs. 4-5 Mi rasterias muricata 143
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Plate 1 6. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Micrasler as mahabuleshuiarensis 143
Fig. 2 Micraste ias mahabuleshwarensis var. serrulata 138, 143
Fig. 3 Micraslerias americana 143
Fig. 4 Xanthidium antilopaeum var. polymazum 143
Fig. 5 Xanthidium antilopaeum var. minneapoliense 143
Figs. 6-7 Xanthidium subhastiferum var. Johnsonii 143
Fig. 8 Arthrodesmus incus var. exlensus 143
Figs. 9-10 Slauraslrum brevispinum var. Boldtii 143
Figs. 11-12 Staurastrum cuspidalum 143
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Plate 17. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Figs. 1-2 Stauraslrum curvalum 143
Figs. 3-4 Stauraslrum megacanthum 144
Figs. 5-6 Stauraslrum trihasliferum 139, 144
Figs. 7-8 Stauraslrum longispinum var. bidenlatum 144
Fig. 9 Stauraslrum minnesotense 144
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Plate 18. Plankton Ajlgae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fig. I Slauraslrum minnesotense 144
Fig. 2 Staumstrum leptocladum vax. cornulum 144
Fig. 3 S aitraslrum chaeloceras 139, 144
Fig. 4 Slauraslrum Johnsonii 144
Figs. 5-7 Slauraslrum Johnsonii vat. triradiatum 139,144
Figs. 8-9 Slauraslrum paradoxum 144
Figs. lo-ii Slauraslrum paradoxum va.T. longipes 144
Fig. 12 Slauraslrum cingulum 144
Figs. 13-14 Slauraslrum pseudopelagicum var. minor 139, 144
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Plate 19. Plankton Axgae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Figs. 1-3 Staurastrum longiradiatum 144
Figs. 4-5 Staurastrum lacustre 144
Figs. 6-8 Staurastrum anatinum vscr . curium 144
Fig. 9 Staurastrum pentacerum 144
Figs. lo-ii Staurastrum pentacerum var. telracerum 144
Figs. I2-13 Staurastrum ankyroides 144
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Plate 20. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pabk
(All figures x 460) page
Figs. 1-3 Staurastrum Ophiura 144
Figs. 4-5 Staurastrum furcigerum 144
Figs. 6-7 Staurastrum tohopekaligense 144
Figs. 8-9 Staurastrum Arctiscon 144
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Plate 21. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) page
Fi'. I Stauraslrum Arctiscon wax. glahrum '. 144
Fig. 2 Staurastrum Wolleanum 144
Figs. 3-4 Staurastrum brasUiense var. Lundellii 145
Fig. 5 Sphaerozosma Aubertianum var. Archerii 145
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Plate 22. Plankton Algae of Palisades Pabk
(Figs. 1-7, 12 X 460; figs. 8-1 1 X 230) PAGE
Fig. I Onychonema laeve wax. latum 145
Fig. 2 Hyalotheca mucosa 145
Figs. 3-4 Hyalotheca undulata 145
Fig. 5 Spondylosium planum 145
Fig. 6 Spondylosium pulchrum 145
Fig. 7 Spondylosium moniliforme 145
Fig. 8 Desmidium cylindricum 145
Fig. 9 Desmidium Swartzii 145
Figs. lo-ii Desmidium Baileyi 145
Fig. 12 Gymnozyga moniliformis 145
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Plate 23. Plankton Aigae of Palisades Paek
(Figs. 1-20 X 855; figs. 21-23 X 355) page
Fig. 1 Cyclotella antiqua 145
Fig. 2 Cyclotella Meneghiniana 145
Fig. 3 Cyclotella stelligera 145
Fig. 4 Cyclotella comta var. radiosa 145
Fig. 5 Melosira crenulata 145
Fig. 6 Melosira granulata 145
Figs. 7-8 Melosira distans 145
Figs. 9-10 Tabellaria fenestrata var. gracilis 145
Fig. II Tabellaria flocculosa 145
Fig. 12 Tabellaria fenestrata 145
Figs. 13-14 Fragilaria crotonensis var. prolonga 145
Fig. 15 Fragilaria capunica 145
Fig. 16 Fragilaria capunica var. mesolepta 145
Fig. 17 Eunotia lunaris 145
Fig. 18 Eunotia pectinalis 145
Fig. 19 Eunotia pectinalis var. impressa 145
Fig. 20 Eunotia pectinalis var. undulata 145
Fig. 21 Synedra danica 145
Fig. 22 Synedra ulnae var. subaequalis 145
Fig. 23 Synedra splendens 145
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Plate 24. Plankton Algae of Palisades Park
(All figures x 460) PAGE
Fig. I Tabellaria fenestrata 145
Fig. 2 Tabellaria fenestrata var. asterioneUoides 145
Fig. 3 Asterionella formosa 145
Fig. 4 Surirella gracilis 145
Fig. 5 Surirella splendida 145
Fig. 6 Surirella guatimalensis 145
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THE ROOSEVELT WILD LIFE MEMORIAL
As a State Memorial
The State of New York is the trustee of this wild life Memorial
to Theodore Roosevelt. The New York State College of Forestry at
Syracuse is a State institution supported solely by State funds, and
the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station is a part of this
institution. The Trustees are State officials. A legislative mandate
instructed them as follows :
" To establish and conduct an experimental station to be known as
' Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station,' in which there shall
be maintained records of the results of the experiments and investiga-
tions made and research work accomplished ; also a library of works,
publications, papers and data having to do with wild life, together with
means for practical illustration and demonstration, which library shall,
at all reasonable hours, be open to the public." [Laws of New York,
chapter 536. Became a law May 10, 1919.]
As a General Memorial
While this Memorial Station was founded by New York State, its
functions are not limited solely to the State. The Trustees are further
authorized to cooperate with other agencies, so that the work is by
no means limited to the boundaries of the State or by State funds.
Provision for this has been made by the law as follows
:
" To enter into any contract necessary or appropriate for carrying
out any of the purposes or objects of the College, including such as
shall involve cooperation with any person, corporation or association
or any department of the government of the State of New York or
of the United States in laboratory, experimental, investigative or'
research work, and the acceptance from such person, corporation,
association, or department of the State or Federal government of
gifts or contributions of money, expert service, labor, materials,
apparatus, appliances or other property in connection therewith."
[Laws of New York, chapter 42. Became a law March 7, 1918.]
By these laws the Empire State has made provision to conduct forest
wild life research upon a comprehensive basis, and on a plan as broad
as that approved by Theodore Roosevelt himself.
Form of Bequest to the Roosevelt Wild Life Memorial
I hereby give and bequeath to the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest
Experiment Station of The New York State College of Forestry at
Syracuse, for wild life research, library, and for publication, the sum
of , or the following books, lands, etc.

Roosevelt Wild Life Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. i. October, 1923.
1. The Control of Blood-sucking Leeches, with an Account of the
Leeches of Palisades Interstate Park Dr. J. Percy Mooic.
2. Preliminary Report on the Parasitic Worms of Oneida Lake, New
York Dr. Henry S. Pratt.
3. Acanthocephala from the Fishes of Oneida Lake, New York
Dr. Harley J. Van Cleave.
4. Current Station Notes The Director
,
and Editor.
Roosevelt Wild Life Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. February, 1924.
I. Ecology of the Plankton Algae in the Palisades Interstate Park, Includ-
ing the Relation of Control Methods to Fish Culture
Dr. Gilbert M. Smith.
Roosevelt Wild Life Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 3. February, 1924.
1. The Status of Fish Culture in Our Inland Public Waters, and the
Role of Investigation in the Maintenance of Fish Resources
Dr. William C. Kendall.
2. Current Station Notes The Director and Editor.

